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Introduction 
H A N N I S  S. S M I T H  
O N EOF THE R E A L  PHENOMENA of public library 
development in America in the past decade has been the expansion of 
the concept of the regional library. 
At the time of the Public Library Inquiry (1949), there were not 
enough regional libraries to warrant including them in the sample, but 
the Inquiry did identify two varieties.l These came into the Inquiry 
through the state library extension agencies studied. The two types are 
familiar: (1) the regional office or branch of the state library exten- 
sion agency exercising no control over local libraries, and ( 2 )  the multi- 
county library. The Inquiry suggested that the regional office or branch 
of the state agency should be the mainstay of library extension. In re- 
cent years, it has been possible to identify a third type: the regional 
office of the state agency which exercises some control over local li- 
braries, and which actually operates direct public library services in its 
region. Today, one or more of these three types of regional libraries, 
to a total of over 200 examples, are present in forty-one states of the 
United States and in most Canadian provinces. 
The literature of regional public libraries is indebted to a distin- 
guished list of librarians which includes Louis Round Wilson, Carleton 
B. Joeckel, Helen M. Harris, Gretchen K. Schenk, and Lowell Martin. 
The literature reveals that this type of larger unit is in some ways no 
different from any other large public city or county library, and much 
of the general literature of library administration and service is fully 
applicable to regional libraries. However, this issue has been compiled 
in the belief that new insight and understanding might be contributed 
by focusing attention entirely on those regional libraries which have 
been organized by combining two or more counties or (in the case of 
New England ) other large governmental units. 
It is interesting to note that when the University of Chicago devoted 
its 1944 annual institute to public library extension, Helen M. Harris2 
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reported that prior to 1937 there had been only two multi-county li-
braries in the United States and four regional libraries in Canada. By 
1944, fourteen more regional libraries (all in the southeastern United 
States) had been added to this meager list. 
Oliver Garceau, in his volume for the Public Library Inquiry3 pointed 
out that states had generally approached the creation of the larger unit 
by combining counties rather than by attempting to create “the special 
district. . , for it had been found by students of government to contrib- 
ute extensively to the chaos of American local government . , , He 
reported: “Most of the active library extension agencies can now point 
to two or three regional units within their borders . . . the great majority 
. ..are two-county affair^."^ Their scarcity at that time may help iden- 
tify the few extension agencies which the author regarded as “active.” 
Garceau stated that at the time of the Inquiry “some regions organized 
less than ten years ago are already eroding, . . . counties have been 
glad to be on their own again.”4 He took a generally dim view of this 
kind of regional library, and his label of the regional movement as “the 
bitter struggle to destroy or to swallow up village, city, and county li-
brar ie~”~has been a thorn in the flesh of many state agencies since its 
publication, and is not exact. 
Concerning this alleged condition of “erosion” and “bitter struggle,” 
by 1963 only two of the twelve multi-county regional libraries in the 
United States ten years before the Public Library Inquiry had dissolved 
into single county libraries. The other ten had been reorganized and 
proliferated into twenty multi-county libraries, with the number of 
counties involved having grown from forty-four to seventy-three. And, 
more surprising still, there were at least 140 additional multi-county 
regional libraries with more than 400 counties in~olved .~  The limiting 
“at least” has been used since it is highly likely that it has not been pos- 
sible to identify all existing examples in all states, nor determine the 
status of all demonstrations. 
In all but nine states some form, or combination of forms, of regional 
libraries has been put into operation. Twenty-four states have one or 
more multi-county regional libraries. Four of these plus five others are 
employing the demonstration method for the establishment of new 
multi-county regions. In fourteen states there are more than forty 
branches of the state library extension agency, with two states having 
both multi-county libraries and state agency branches. 
In view of the recommendation in The Public Library Inquirye gen- 
erally and of the doubts so well expressed by Garceau, the question 
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arises of how to account for the rapid proliferation of the multi-county 
unit as opposed to the state agency branch. Unquestionably, the in- 
fluence of “outside money” through the Library Services Act has served 
=. . . as a lubricant to overcome the frictions of initiating multi-gov- 
ernmental co-~peration.”~ But there is possibly another factor. Garceau 
reports that he found a general ‘ I .  . . lack . . . [of] political acumen . . .” 
among librarians.* 
By 1962, Phillip Monypenny, another political scientist, observed in 
connection with extension of the Library Services Act, “This is political 
skill of a really remarkable order which . . . can be equaled by very 
few professions in the United state^."^ Regardless of what combination 
of circumstances and forces were at work, it is obvious that great 
strides are being made in getting a multiplicity of governmental units 
to work together to organize better and more extensive public library 
service. 
In the pages that follow are contributions by a number of people 
who are doers of the word and not preachers only. In the first five 
papers will be found descriptions of a number of representative meth- 
ods of organizing multi-county units, including the single system state 
approach for New England where the county is not a meaningful unit 
of local government. The influence of political acumen on the planning 
and execution of these developments is evident, as is the invaluable 
ingredient of flexibility. The five States (New Hampshire, New York, 
Tennessee, Montana, and Washington) represent five different ap- 
proaches in five different parts of the country. The amount of flexibility 
and imagination is rivaled only in Donaldson’s contribution from 
Canada. A second group of five papers is concerned with certain spe- 
cialized aspects of the multi-county unit in the unified or cooperatively 
organized systems. 
The multi-county library is not a status symbol. I t  is an attempt, in 
line with the concept of systems in the ALA standards, to achieve a 
viable administrative library unit which has some hope of achieving 
quality library service. It is a means to an end, not an end in itself. 
Lowell Martin has given a clear warning of the many factors which 
must be observed in bringing developments more nearly in accord with 
standards.1° With the flexibility which these papers reflect so clearly 
and with the political and social acumen which recent successes demon- 
strate, it is apparent that the nagging problems of multi-governmental 
library cooperation can be solved, and that the multi-county regional 
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library in one of a variety of incarnations can and will be the pub- 
lic library organization of the future. 
Some day someone may know enough about the subject to write a 
book about it. I t  is the intent of both the editor and the contributors 
to this issue to provide some steps in that direction. 
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New Hampshire’s Single State Library System 
M I L D R E D  P. McKAY 
THE SINGLE S T A T E  library system created by the 
New Hampshire legislature in the final hours of the 1963 session is not 
new, but it is the result of a slowly evolving pattern of library service. 
To understand the system, it is necessary to picture the New Hamp- 
shire library landscape in which it is rooted. New Hampshire is a very 
small state but one of the oldest; included among its early libraries is 
Peterborough, the first tax supported library in America. The state has 
a proliferation of libraries dating from the nineteenth century and oper- 
ates under a form of government established during the American 
Revolution. 
Within the state’s 9,304 square miles are 235 independent towns 
and cities. Funds for the services of these towns come from local prop- 
erty taxes, voted by the townspeople at the annual town meeting. Since 
many towns are small in population and poor in taxable property, the 
funds are frequently meager, Yet the people are taxing themselves for 
the support of 229 public libraries which serve all but 5,000 of the 
state’s total population of 606,921. 
Of these libraries the ten largest are in small cities, all with a popu- 
lation under 100,000 and most with fewer than 20,000 inhabitants. 
However, they provide library service for 46 per cent of the popu- 
lation, while only 9 per cent live in towns of fewer than 1,000 inhab- 
itants but have 104 libraries. To add to the problem, a majority of the 
libraries have their own buildings and all but sixty receive some fi-
nancial support from endowment. 
In 1962 the per capita expenditure for all public libraries (except 
Durham which contracts with the University of New Hampshire) was 
$2.07.l The combined holdings of these libraries were 2,477,969 vol- 
umes, with annual accessions in 1962 of 90,134. It may be hard to 
believe that the per capita circulation in that year was 6.25, but this 
was possible because every library, except the ten in cities over 10,000 
The author is former State Librarian of New Hampshire. 
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population, borrowed large quantities of books from the state-operated 
wholesale bookmobiles. 
Over the years the State Library has sought and found ways of pro- 
viding services for the many librarians throughout the state. Briefly, the 
major services are: ( 1)access to a small (4O0,OOO volume) but strong 
reference and subject collection which has good breadth and reason- 
able depth, especially in bibliographical, periodical, serial, and docu- 
ment holdings, (2)  four full-time reference librarians to answer the 
more difficult reference questions referred by local libraries, (3 )  a 
union catalog of the non-fiction holdings of the state’s largest libraries, 
(4) four branch offices which operate bookmobile service to supply 
current books to libraries and to provide professional contact with 
every library at least five times during a year, ( 5 )  consultant service 
from the State Library concerned with in-service training programs, 
surveys of local libraries with accompanying recommendations, pilot 
projects to demonstrate cooperative advantages to groups of libraries, 
and programs directed toward upgraded local book selection, and (6)  
a state-wide public relations program aimed at public understanding 
and support for good library service. 
The state services have developed out of need and have been sought 
eagerly by most library boards and librarians, resulting in a kind of 
single-state library system. The weaknesses are obvious. There has 
been no legally established organization through which local libraries 
could share in planning services for their use; aid to large town and 
city libraries has not been adequate; and, most important, local li- 
braries have received these services without reciprocal effort toward 
betterment. 
In 1935, Joeckel explored the single state unit idea and commented 
that he did not mean “. , . state supervision of separate local units, but 
actual operation of all the libraries of the state as a single, unified or- 
ganization, directed by one central authority.”z Wisely he called at- 
tention to the problems of local autonomy and to the possibilities of 
bureaucracy. He predicted the development of “. . . greatly enlarged 
units, both of service and of g~vernment.”~ And his final sentence 
pointed out the reason why many varieties would develop. “It would 
be contrary to the whole history of American libraries to expect that 
this result will be achieved by uniform methods in all parts of the 
~ountry.”~ 
Governments move forward only as fast as their citizens demand 
that they offer new or improved services. An understanding of the 
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values and of the essential quality of these services is necessary, and 
local conditions within the governmental unit usually must be propi- 
tious. The time was ripe in the early 1960’s for New Hampshire, and 
general conditions pointed toward the solution of numerous problems 
which had grown out of practices suitable in the days when the town 
had to be the all-encompassing provider for its citizens. 
Although librarians and trustees realized that there were solutions 
to the library problems of the state, the citizens were not generally 
aware that it would be possible to secure better libraries without a 
tremendous injection of state aid. It was also true that many citizens 
remained unaware of the great inequities which existed. Therefore, 
in an effort to bring the facts to the general public, the State Library 
Commission used federal funds, with the Governor’s blessing, to secure 
a survey of all libraries. The University of New Hampshire’s Bureau 
of Government Research was chosen, and its study4 reported in lay- 
man’s terms the inefficiencies and divergencies in quality of service 
in public and school libraries. This triggered a chain of events which 
resulted in passage of the legislation6 which the state is now in the 
process of gradually implementing. 
After reading the report, the Governor appointed a committee of 
sixty persons, chiefly laymen, to develop a plan of action which would 
produce more evenly distributed library service of better quality for 
all the people of the state. The committee made a report which formed 
the basis for all legal changes. They selected the title Libraries Are 
For People,6 perhaps because committee members found too many 
citizens interested in buildings and endowments rather than in quality 
services and resources. 
The committee made extensive use of Public Library Service7 while 
developing a plan for New Hampshire, especially the system idea 
with its emphasis on a quality library close to where people reside 
and which could be achieved through federation. Earlier proposals 
by library writers which involved the elimination of small units would 
have been turned down, for local pride in the public library was high 
even though financial support was necessarily low. 
The resulting law demonstrates the committee’s acceptance of the 
system idea and its introductory statement of purpose declares it to be 
in the public interest to provide ‘‘. . . both the incentive and the means 
by which local libraries can become part of a state-wide system of 
cooperative library service without impairing the principals of self 
help and local control.”s To achieve the cooperative system, the Gov-
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ernor’s Committee proposed and the law provides for local partici- 
pation in system activities and services, which are regulated by Dis- 
trict Advisory Councils made up of member libraries. This fulfills the 
need described so well by Blasingame at Allerton Park as ‘‘. . . a feeling 
of contributing to the total resources of the area or state while retaining 
the dignity which local responsibility implies.”S 
The three-level system which resulted places the authority for co- 
ordination with the State Library Commission, and gives the State 
Library responsibility for centralized services and the District Office 
personnel. Intermediate libraries, called Service Centers, provide re- 
sources and services to augment those of all other member libraries 
designated by the law as Affiliated Libraries. Service Centers are to 
be located to permit use by borrowers from satellite communities with- 
out the necessity of travelling more than twenty-five miles. For this 
they will receive compensating grants, the first specific aid the state 
has ever provided for libraries serving the largest part of the popu- 
lation. 
New Hampshire has chosen the District Advisory Council as the 
liaison by which cohesiveness and sound management of the system 
can be achieved. Although the Councils do not have final authority 
over the use of state funds, which is the responsibility of the State 
Library Commission, they do have certain legal obligations. 
Every Affiliated Library and every Service Center must elect a 
representative to the Council for its district. The Councils are to rec- 
ommend action in three broad areas to the State Library Commission. 
The most important requirement is that District Councils recommend 
appropriate qualifying standards of performance and resources for 
each type of library. The Governor’s Committee suggested, and it was 
repeated in testimony at hearings, that the standards should be ap- 
plied gradually and that adjustments should be made as required by 
changing conditions. The district staff will be expected to provide pro- 
fessional help to the Councils, to furnish information to the membership 
on the latest thinking of the library profession, and to give information 
about conditions in the libraries of the district. Another responsibility 
of the Councils is to develop cooperative programs among member li- 
braries, with other districts, or with the State Library. In this way it is 
believed that all the resources of the state will be more readily avail- 
able for greater use, and services can be improved. 
New services required by the districts from state funds or changes 
in existing services will be reported by the Councils to the state agency, 
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and the location of Service Centers will be determined at the local, 
not the state, level. The State Library Commission will make the final 
determination in all except purely district affairs. 
It is anticipated that the Service Centers will be the largest libraries 
in the state and that recommended standards will require professional 
leadership. If there are twenty-five Service Center libraries, and this is 
the projection of The Governor’s Committee, there should be a suf-
ficient number of knowledgeable people in the district to provide its 
own sound leaders. 
Over the years the State Library staff and its governing board have 
sought informal opinions and suggestions from trustees and librarians, 
but there has been no organized method for securing them from all 
library boards and librarians. State associations of trustees and librar- 
ians are not recognized in the law, but both have contributed to the 
improvement of library service in the state, as they did in working for 
passage of this legislation. They do not necessarily represent the at- 
titudes and interests of all libraries, a hoped-for result of the District 
Councils. 
The smallest community library receiving a grant for the purchase 
of reference materials or the largest Service Center library with a 
grant covering added personnel, resources, or services must continually 
work toward improvement and annually meet established standards. 
This can be painful to the independent library, but it is hoped that 
through participation in establishing standards the requirements will 
become less onerous and better understood. 
The Governor’s Committee, after weeks of study, proposed stand- 
ards based on Public Library Service7 and the New Hampshire State 
Library’s version, How Good Is Your Library?,lo prepared particularly 
for libraries under 10,000 population. The Committee’s recommenda- 
tions will provide the guidelines for District Advisory Councils and 
the Commission. I t  is probable, however, that all interested libraries 
will be allowed to join as the program starts, with the understanding 
that standards must be met within a reasonable period. 
Nothing in the law requires a library to seek affiliation, but if the 
patterns of the evolving reference and bookmobile services are re- 
peated, some will join at once, others will wait and see, and few, if 
any, will remain outside the system for very long. 
The qualifying standards may be a deterrent to some libraries 
with substantial, private incomes and also to those that have almost 
no funds. It is believed that some of these libraries, where the com- 
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munity has the right attitude of service to citizens and sufficient 
financial ability, will eventually accept the system idea. Where prop- 
erty evaluation is too small to warrant taxing for such a service, it will 
be necessary to contract with a neighboring library. The law provides 
inducements for this type of contract and also encourages local co- 
operation where there are several libraries in one town. These 
additional grants are conditional on sound cooperative working agree- 
ments. 
The small (at first not over $500) matching grants will appeal to 
librarians and trustees of most Affiliated Libraries, while the economies 
of centralized purchasing and cataloging will be obvious advantages 
to town budget officers who are always searching for better service 
at a minimum expense. Perhaps the greatest pressure to join the system 
will come from the townspeople when they vote on the library’s ap- 
propriation, since only Affiliated Libraries and Service Centers may 
issue the legally established borrower’s cardll which will be good for 
use in any system library. 
The grants for Service Center libraries, while tied to dollar-for- 
dollar matching based on book expenditures, will be considerably 
greater. Although starting grants up to $10,000 were suggested by the 
Committee, the actual total amount for these libraries will be deter- 
mined by the legislature after recommendation by the State Library 
Commission. 
Some cities and large towns may decide against joining, but most 
will appreciate payment for services, especially those they are already 
giving to non-residents, and will want to encourage the improvement of 
libraries in surrounding communities to secure a reduction in demand 
for current and school materials from people living in these areas. 
From the testimony at the hearings, it is evident that the system and 
its services and its grants will be welcomed by trustees and librarians 
of the potential Service Centers. 
The services provided by the State Library, in addition to those 
now available, will include specialists in various phases of library work, 
centralized purchasing which will be a reality for all libraries in 
1965, and central cataloging which is under development at the pres- 
ent time. 
Although a small sum was requested from the legislature for the 
year 1965 to enable the staff of the State Library to lay the base for 
the system, this request was denied but not ignored. The legislature 
&,greed that $165,000 of Library Services and Construction Act Funds 
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could be used to initiate certain phases of the program, particularly 
the employment of district staff, which will be in addition to the pres- 
ent branch office staff already in the areas, and the establishment of 
centralized purchasing and cataloging. 
I t  is estimated that the cost to the state in the early years of develop- 
ment will be $350,000 annually, in addition to present expenditures of 
$220,000 plus federal aid of $65,000. Local expenditures in 1962 were 
$1,256,956. This figure must rise by 1970 to enable all libraries to 
meet minimum standards. At that time local participation should be 
$2.50 per capita, state costs about $1.00 per capita, and federal funds, 
as they always have, will provide that something extra which enables 
experimentation or demonstration of new ideas. 
The proponents of the new laws believe that local community li-
braries will be greatly improved, that within the range of every citizen 
there will be a public library capable of rendering a reasonable quality 
of service, and that this library with the coordinated resources of the 
whole state and improved local collections behind it can provide a 
broader and higher quality of books. 
This should be a continually evolving pattern of library development 
responsive to the ever-changing needs of the citizens of the state. It 
should progress to such a degree that the Declaration of Policy for 
public libraries which is in the newly-revised statutes will be fulfilled 
and every public library will become ‘‘. . . a valuable supplement to the 
formal system of free public education . . . [deserving of] adequate fi-
nancial support from government at all levels.”12 
Unless many people-not librarians alone-had desired better li- 
braries, the legislation could not have been passed. Even the poorest 
libraries helped to create this desire. The free public library in New 
Hampshire is a part of almost every town’s picture, no matter 
how small the town. These libraries have existed, no matter how in- 
adequate, and their mere existence has brought books to readers where 
otherwise no books would be. All of the past, from the example of 
Peterborough to the pilot project in book selection, has culminated 
in this new system. The great challenge of the future is in the imple- 
mentation and the testing of the validity of the new system. Libraries 
are for people, and New Hampshire intends that its libraries shall be 
worthy of its citizens. 
MILDRED P. M C  KAY 
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The Public Library System Program In 
New York State 
S. G I L B E R T  P R E N T I S S  
IFTHERE WERE such a thing as a “typical” library 
system in New York State, it might look something like this: It would 
be an organization created under Education Law by vote of the trus- 
tees of about thirty community libraries, who would have elected at 
the same time a board of trustees of the system. It would later have 
received a charter from the Board of Regents as an autonomous library 
agency, and its plan of service would have been approved by the Com- 
missioner of Education in order for it to receive state aid averaging 
about 62%$ per capita. Its member libraries would still derive their 
main support from local sources, and they would retain their own 
boards of trustees, staffs, buildings, and endowment funds, and their 
complete autonomy in all other respects. The member libraries would 
receive no grants directly from the state, and whatever cash they 
might receive from the system would be quite small in comparison to 
the cost of services and materials which the system would make avail- 
able to them. The number of persons served by the system and its 
member libraries would be about 300,000, and in area it would cover 
the best part of three counties. 
There would be a system staff consisting of a director (who might 
also be director of the major community library in the area), five pro- 
fessional librarians, and other supporting staff, totaling about fifteen in 
all. The system staff would probably operate bookmobile service in 
areas where library service did not previously exist and where it would 
not be feasible to establish community libraries; otherwise, its efforts 
and resources would be directed towards cooperative services to the 
member libraries, such as centralized ordering and processing of books, 
a wide variety of consultant services, pick-up and delivery service, ro-
.Mr. Prentiss is State Librarian and Assistant Commissioner for Libraries, The New 
York State Education Department. 
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tating collections, interlibrary loan and reference assistance, and other 
services (see Table I) .  The system would be financed almost exclusive 
ly from state funds, supplemented by modest county support for some 
specific purpose such as bookmobile service. Finally, there would be a 
central library collection, based on the largest library in the system, 
whose adult non-fiction acquisitions would be matched, four volumes 
to one volume, from state funds until the collection reached 100,OOO 
volumes. 
There is, of course, no system in New York State which would 
exactly fit this description, but there are fifteen cooperative systems of 
nearly identical basic structure, though varying considerably in size, 
support, services offered, and other characteristics. The four federated 
systems are similar in every way to the cooperative type, except that 
they were started, and their trustees are thereafter appointed, by county 
boards of supervisors. The remaining three systems are the New York, 
Brooklyn, and Queens Borough Public Libraries in New York City, 
serving nearly one-half of the state’s population. They are examples of 
the consolidated type of system, wherein one board of trustees operates 
and controls the entire program for the system, and the units making 
up the system are branches rather than autonomous member libraries. 
The statewide picture, as of January 1, 1964, showed a total of 
twenty-two systems serving directly and through 638 member libraries 
97 per cent of the state’s population and 95 per cent of its area. Seventy- 
three community libraries have not yet joined systems. The state aid 
for library systems, which is beginning to level off at around $10 million 
a year, amounted to about one-fifth of the total spent for public library 
service in the state in 1963. 
Given a statewide library system program of this general description, 
what successes and what strengths seem to be emerging from the sev- 
eral years of experience that have now accumulated? The most mean- 
ingful basis for this kind of judgment would, of course, be a careful 
study and evaluation of actual library use, compared with the situation 
prior to systems in New York and compared with what is happening 
in other places which are similar but where another pattern exists. New 
York State is presently launching, with Lowell Martin’s guidance, what 
it hopes will be such an evaluation of its library systems, but it will be 
at least a year before anything decisive comes from this project. In the 
meantime, it is worth noting that many of what appear to be the pro- 
gram’s strengths are features which were deliberately designed into 
the state plan in order to meet specific needs and to overcome specific 
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obstacles encountered in nearly twenty years of active experimenta- 
tion with the system concept.1 
Perhaps the greatest strength is the principle upon which the feder- 
ated or cooperative type of system is built and by which are gained 
the necessary advantages of size, at the same time preserving the great 
advantages that attend local interest, local initiative, and to a consider- 
able extent local support. This type of organization is probably as 
good a way as has yet been devised in any segment of government to 
obtain a maximum of democratic control with a fair share of the range 
and quality of services that customarily proceed from a large central- 
ized agency. The following are other features of the plan which seem 
to have been successful. 
A. In terms of founding library systems, it is of critical importance 
that their establishment is not dependent on the action of county 
boards of supervisors. The device for getting the cooperative systems 
started, whereby the trustees of the participating libraries are given 
power to take the required action, was incorporated into the 1958 
statute as a result of eight frustrating years of intensive effort to get 
county boards of supervisors in adjoining counties to take such action. 
B. A high degree of flexibility is one of the important strengths of 
the New York plan. It is a flexibility of organization that accommodates 
both New York City with its nearly eight million people in only 314 
square miles and Hamilton County with a population of only about 
4,000 in nearly 2,000 square miles; and it is a flexibility of plan which 
encourages ingenuity and diversity in practically every aspect of sys- 
tem operation. 
C. The principle of gradualism, both in respect to achieving system 
participation by all libraries in a county and in respect to meeting mini- 
mum standards for approval, was introduced into the 1958 law because 
of earlier experience in which a few libraries could block a substantial 
majority from forming a system. 
D. A state-aid formula which makes it possible to initiate basic sys- 
tem programs on state funds alone and which does not require match- 
ing funds or contain major quid pro quo provisions is a basic feature 
which, good or bad, helped dramatically to accelerate the formation 
and growth of systems. At the same time, by incorporating the com- 
munity libraries in their present form into the system organization, sup- 
port is drawn from all types of local governmental units that exist in 
the state. 
E. The obvious principle that the strength of a system tends to 
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equate with the best library in the system, or, conversely, that simply 
combining a group of weak libraries does not automatically produce a 
strong library system, was recognized clearly only after careful study 
of some early system efforts, and resulted in a provision in the present 
formula for building a strong central library collection in every system 
where one does not exist. 
F. A legal base which allows for the free use of contracts, both with- 
in and among systems, has been immensely helpful in providing sys- 
tems with almost unlimited flexibility. 
These are a few of the features which are characteristic of New York 
State's library system program, and which have resulted, in a relatively 
short time, in coverage of most of the state. Perhaps the most important 
of their implications is the simple fact that 97 per cent of the residents 
of the state now have a point of access, legally and formally, to the 
chain of public library resources which exists in the state. 
Turning from the strengths to the weaknesses in New York's system 
program, one can again wish for more careful investigations and firmer 
evidence, particularly from the user point of view. Some definite im- 
pressions are emerging, however, from the problems that recur and 
from reports and observations. The following are features of the plan 
which have caused difficulties. 
1. One of the great advantages in getting systems established was 
that the state-aid formula was sufficient to operate a system, and that 
the plan did not require the locality to match funds or to increase its 
support of the local library as a condition of state-aid funds; therefore, 
since the localities have not been required to increase the support of 
their libraries, more facts than are now available will be needed to es- 
tablish a causal relationship between system development and increased 
local support of community libraries. The indications are that over a 
sufficiently long period of time and with strong system leadership, local 
support is increased in even the smaller community libraries. The prob- 
lem, then, becomes not so much whether local library support will 
fail to keep up with the rate of state support, but that inequities of sup- 
port and service will be created by a natural tendency of the systems 
to do more for those who have done less for themselves. 
2. The question of equity has become apparent in densely popu- 
lated suburban areas where strongly supported libraries are often adja- 
cent to communities with poor libraries or with no locally supported 
public library service at all. In meeting the statutory requirement that 
every library in the system give direct, free service to every resident 
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of the system area, there is some feeling that the strong libraries will 
be penalized for their progressiveness and that the development of 
good libraries in the neighboring communities which do not have them 
will be deterred. Fortunately, this seems to be a problem mainly of the 
transitional period. 
3. There are indications that, although a “sparsity” factor was built 
into the state-aid formula, the state-aid income of some of the systems- 
usually those serving a relatively small population-may be below the 
level at which even a minimally effective system program can be oper-
ated. 
4. A problem which is especially trying during the beginning years 
of a system is directly related to the high degree of autonomy that 
member libraries enjoy. Everyone concerned with a new system oc- 
casionally becomes disappointed and frustrated by the considerable 
length of time that usually precedes any discernible progress. In an or- 
ganization of completely autonomous community libraries, progress 
occurs as the result of persuasion and example. The trustees, the staff, 
and the community itself must be educated to a new point of view and 
to new methods, and this takes time. 
5. As the central library collections develop, it is apparent that some 
better provision should have been made for processing and housing the 
books and staffing the services. (The central library is in most cases 
the largest community library in the system, but often is not the loca- 
tion of the system headquarters.) These libraries are supported by the 
municipalities they serve, and their traditions and patterns of service 
are usually oriented to their own communities rather than to the entire 
area served by the system. They need more support and help in adjust- 
ing to their new role as the central libraries for multi-county regions. 
6. A number of the systems appear to be too small to carry on effi- 
cient centralized processing units, This should not be a serious prob- 
lem, however, as systems are already exploring the possibilities of inter-
system contracts under which one system will purchase processing from 
another. ( I t  is interesting to note in this connection that it has been 
only a relatively short time since the 638 member libraries were oper- 
ating approximately the same number of separate processing units; now 
twenty-two separate processing units suggest much unnecessary dupli- 
cation.) 
7. It is clear from the experience in New York State that a library 
system program will inevitably place sharply augmented demands on 
the state library or other state level backstopping agency. The state-aid 
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formula should, therefore, carry some kind of escalator provision geared 
to this function. Otherwise, for reasons which are completely unrelated 
to library systems, the support of the backstopping agency probably 
will not keep up and may even be lowered at  the very time that the 
systems are creating legitimate and unprecedented increases in the de-
mands made on that agency. The state’s backstopping function defi-
nitely should be extended to include the development of vastly more 
complete bibliographic resources than are presently available in New 
York, especially in respect to resources within the state. The state 
should assist the systems by handling interlibrary loan requests which 
are not available in the state library. 
8. Although New York State has been most fortunate in the caliber of 
its library system trustees, who have been one of the greatest strengths 
of the systems, the importance of good trustees is so essential that prob- 
ably more attention should be given to exploring the best means of 
assuring an effective and responsive governing body for every system. 
9. Finally, there are the usual and expected problems of staff re- 
cruitment, communication, new techniques, and new relationships, 
and of adjusting a new program to meet rapidly changing conditions. 
In  trying to look at what is ahead for library system development in 
New York State, it is certainly to be hoped that solutions-legislative, 
fiscal, and other-will be found and action taken to correct some of the 
problems that have been suggested here. The anticipated evaluation 
studies should help further to illuminate and clarify these and other 
difficult questions as, for example, whether the systems’ structure is 
absorbing more than a reasonable portion of effort and funds in non- 
productive overhead items. 
There are, however, some guide posts to the future which stand out 
fairly clearly now, and for which we do not need to await further study 
and documentation. For example, there will certainly be more con- 
tracts between and among systems for specific services such as process- 
ing, bookkeeping, specialized consultant services, bookmobile service, 
and others. The greater use of intersystem contracts seems to be an es- 
pecially promising possibility. 
It is too early to predict that contracts between small communities 
and systems for the operation of library service outlets will become the 
pattern of service to small communities, but this seems to be a solution 
to the perennial problem of the community which is too small to main- 
tain its own chartered library. 
Another area where dramatic changes will surely occur is in the ap-
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plication of new technological developments to library system manage- 
ment and to the organization, retrieval, and transmission of information. 
Although the library systems are in many respects a “natural” for the 
use of machines, New York‘s library systems have thus far been largely 
preoccupied with organizational matters, and exploration and a few 
applications are just now appearing. 
Finally, any reference to the future of library system development 
in New York State would be seriously incomplete if it did not take into 
consideration the growing interrelatedness of all types of libraries. The 
increasingly complex informational needs of the academic, research, 
business, and professional communities and the sheer volume of infor- 
mational materials require that all types of libraries-public, school, 
college, university, and special-define their separate roles and at the 
same time combine their strengths in formal and systematic relation- 
ships, so that each can concentrate on its specialty knowing that it can 
turn to the full resources of other libraries in the state when it is neces-
sary to go beyond that specialty. 
New York State regards its public library system program as both 
an end in itself and as a base upon which the apex of the library service 
pyramid can be erected. A plan for the cooperative development and 
use of reference and research library resources throughout the state has, 
in fact, been developed and legislation is being sought to carry it out.2 
Every library extension worker eventually learns that there is no 
poorer argument for library service than a feeble public library. The 
converse is equally true. As libraries are strengthened by planned and 
systematic cooperation, their potential for service becomes greater and 
their failures fewer; their successes become in themselves a reason for 
more use and for greater support. It does not seem too unreasonable, 
then, to predict that a point may eventually be reached in library de- 
velopment-the point of mobilization of all library resources into a 
total library effort-when libraries will actually make the kind of im- 
pact on individuals and society which all librarians have always hoped 
for them. 
That day is a long, long way off in New York State, but one could 
do worse than to hope that it is in this direction that library develop- 
ment in the state is headed. 
S. GILBERT PRENTISS 

TABLE I 
Services Offered by Public Library System in New York State 
(Data Compiled for 19 Systems Outside of New York City) 
Services 	 No. of Systems 
Offering 
Interlibrary loan (including reference assistance 1' 19 
Direct loans by all libraries to all r e s i d e d  15 
Return of books to any library 11 
Uniform borrowers card 7 
Location file of current acquisitions1 19 
General consultant service 19 
Special consultant service 12 
Adult 12 
Young adult 7 
Childrens 12 
Audio-visual 6 
Public relations 7 
Reference 4 
Other 6 
Aid in book selection 19 
Central purchasing 17 
Books 17 
Supplies 10 
Equipment and furniture 4 
Central processing 18 
Rotating collections 13 
Pool collection of books 17 
Central storage of little used books 7 
Films loaned 15 
Phonograph record or tape collection 12 
In-service training for community librarians 16 
Delivery service 18 
Public relations and publicity1 19 
Public relations director 6 
Display artist 13 




Bookmobile service 11 
Stations in unserved areas 9 
Cash grants to member libraries 17 
For books 14 
Other 8 
Unauocated 12 
Source: 1963 annual reports of library systems on file in Library Extension Di-
vision of the New York State Library. 
1. Required for provisional and full approval. 
2. Required for full approval (within five years from estahlishmmt 1. 
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The State-Supported Regional Library 
Center In Tennessee 
M A R Y  N E L S O N  B A T E S  
THEMULTI-COUNTY library systems in Tennessee 
are built around state-supported regional library centers, a type of de- 
velopment particularly suited to the geographic and economic condi- 
tions in Tennessee, which is predominantly rural with a few areas of 
urban concentration. The four metropolitan counties contain 42.5 per 
cent of the state’s population, with the remaining 57.5 per cent spread 
among ninety-one counties. Of these counties, sixty-three have a popu- 
lation of less than 25,000 each, and five have less than 5,000 people. 
Since the medium-sized towns are clustered in certain areas, it is pos-
sible to drive for miles without passing through a town of any size. In 
fact, fifty-six counties have no town as large as 5,000, and seventy-four 
counties have no town as large as 10,000. 
There is also a wide disparity in the distribution of wealth. As meas-
ured by the equalizing formula which was adopted by the Tennessee 
State Legislature, 51 per cent of the taxpaying ability of the state is 
concentrated in the four metropolitan counties, leaving less than half 
in the other ninety-one counties. In considering the fact that the median 
family income in the wealthiest county of the state is less than the na- 
tional median family income figure, it can readily be seen that the 
smaller counties must indeed be classified as poor. 
In this situation multi-county library systems are a necessity. Such a 
system must have a strong central library. As Lowell A. Martin has 
pointed out, “Adding rooms to the house will improve it only if the 
foundation is strong. Whenever I hear of a multicounty library-which 
is a library like any other library except that it has the added load of 
distance and a more complicated governmental structure-I ask first to 
see the central unit, the foundation, the core of strength.”’ In the rural 
areas of Tennessee, state-supported regional library centers provide 
The author is Director. Public 1,ibraries Division, Tennessee State Library and 
Archives. 
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the core of strength. In the rural counties,there are no local librariec 
which can fuUthis role. 
Presently the library systems in Tennessee have a long way to go in 
order to reach the American Library Association (ALA) standards. But 
progress has been made and the organization provides the framework 
for growth and development. Achievement of ALA standards is a goal 
which can be reached within this framework. It is a cooperative pro- 
gram in which the counties and the state each have well-defined respon- 
sibilities. 
Each county is responsible for the operation of its local library or 
libraries. In order to join the state system, a county must meet certain 
requirements: (1) It must have a seven-member library board ap- 
pointed in accordance with state law, which is responsible for public 
library service within the county. (2) It  must operate at least one local 
library which provides library facilities to all the people of the county 
without charge. (3 )  It must appropriate funds for the operation of its 
local libraries at a level which meets the state financial requirements. 
Local funds are used for the expenses of the local libraries including 
salaries of local library perscnnel, books and other materials, equip- 
ment, supplies, and other operating expenses. In many counties the 
cities share in the support of a joint city-county library. 
The county library board retains complete control over library affairs 
in the county and over the expenditure of local funds. Responsibility 
for local affairs encourages pride in local accomplishment and develops 
active, interested library trustees who strengthen the whole library 
system. 
The responsibility of the state in the cooperative program includes 
the support of eleven regional library centers, each of which serves a 
group of counties. Expenses of the center are paid with state funds. 
Each center is administered by a regional library board composed of 
two representatives from each county in the region. This board receives 
and expends state funds and conducts the program of the regional cen- 
ter under terms of a contract with the State Library and Archives. The 
Public Libraries Division of the State Library and Archives exercises 
overall supervision of the statewide program and provides consultant 
services to trustees and librarians. 
The regional center coordinates library activities in the region and 
provides materials and services which the local libraries cannot furnish 
for themselves. Perhaps the most important contribution of the center 
is the professional help offered by the regional staff to library trustees 
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and librarians. The regional librarians are identified with the region 
and provide the leadership needed to develop improved library service. 
They meet regularly with the county library boards, offering advice 
and guidance. The local librarians depend on them for help in setting 
up routines, selecting books, answering reference questions, filling re- 
quests, organizing the book collection, planning special activities, and 
dealing with all the problems of a small library. 
The regional centers are also developing centralized ordering and 
processing of books. The regional librarians conduct an in-service train- 
ing program for local librarians, most of whom have not had profes- 
sional library training, This program includes group meetings and 
individual instruction, A consultant in the Public Libraries Division 
assists this program by preparing the course of study, complete with 
lesson plans and supplementary materials, and by teaching many of the 
classes. Plans for the future include stationing an adult services con- 
sultant and a children’s services consultant at each regional center. 
Another vital function of the regional center is the provision of a 
large and diversified book collection which is available for use any- 
where in the region. The small libraries can buy the titles most in de- 
mand. But in any community, no matter how small, people have a wide 
range of interests which cannot be satisfied by a small stock of books. 
The regional center, because of the large area it serves, can buy the 
variety of titles needed and can insure that the small stock of each li- 
brary and bookmobile station is changed frequently. 
The regional center also furnishes bookmobile service to the local 
libraries and small rural communities. In communities which do not 
have a library, deposit stations are set up in stores, banks, homes, post 
offices, and other accessible locations. The stations consist of from 100 
to 500 books deposited by the bookmobile and changed regularly, usu-
ally every eight weeks. The stations are important because they place 
attractive books within the reach of rural residents in their own com- 
munities and make available to them the entire resources of the region. 
A reader in a small community can meet the bookmobile and select the 
books he wants. He can also make requests on printed cards supplied 
for the purpose, and the books he wants will be mailed to him; thus, 
those who are unable to meet the bookmobile still have books available 
to them. One value of the book station is that it brings books to the 
attention of people who might never go to the county library, but many 
people use the station in their community and also use the county 
library. 
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Through the regional library centers, the state has become a con- 
structive partner, not an outsider, in a network of library systems. The 
keynote of the program is voluntary cooperation. The regional center 
and its local libraries operate as a unified system in which limited re- 
sources are used to the best advantage. 
The organization of the regional library systems is not outlined in 
detail in state legislation. The act establishing the State Library and 
Archives Commission includes as one of the functions of the Commis- 
sion “The encouragement of library development throughout the state 
by means of advice, guidance, and library extension services, in the 
course of which the Commission is empowered to enter into local, 
regional or interstate contracts with competent agencies in the further- 
ance of library services.”2 This section gives the Commission authority 
to execute contracts with regional library boards for the administra- 
tion of the regional library centers. 
The law further provides for the establishment and operation of re- 
gional library boardsas Two or more counties which have qualified for 
participation in the state’s multi-county regional library program may 
execute contracts with each other to create a regional library board. 
The county court of each county elects two members of the regional 
board, except that if a city within the county is furnishing as much as 
one-fourth of the public funds available for the operation of a joint city- 
county library, the city governing body may appoint one of the mem- 
bers and the county court the other. The regional library board has the 
power to execute contracts with any and all agencies for the purpose 
of administering a public library service within the region. I t  may re- 
ceive and expend funds, employ personnel, accept donations and be- 
quests, and lease property. 
This legislation makes it possible for the cities and counties of a re- 
gion to transfer all their library funds to the regional board for regional 
operation of the library system if they wish to do so. Some of them do 
transfer their book funds to the regional board, and the books are pur- 
chased and processed by the regional staff. Except for these book pur- 
chases, all funds spent by the regional boards come from the state. The 
boards are required by the contract with the State Library and Archives 
to observe state regulations in regard to personnel, travel, purchasing, 
and financial records. One fourth of the annual allotment is transferred 
to each regional library board at the beginning of each quarter. The 
expenditure of these funds and the maintenance of the financial records 
are closely supervised by the state comptroller’s office. 
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The requirements for participation by a county in the regional library 
program are not provided for in state legislation but instead are set up 
in the rules and regulations established by the State Library and Ar- 
chives Commission and approved by the Commissioner of Education.' 
These requirements are: 
1. Appointment of a county library board of seven members as pro- 
vided in the Tennessee Code. 
2. Provision of local funds from public appropriation or tax levy for 
the administration of a local library or libraries, giving free public li-
brary service to all residents of the county. These funds shall be ad- 
ministered by the library board responsible for county-wide public 
library service. Local funds shall not be less than the minimum amount 
fixed by the State Library and Archives Commission and approved by 
the Commissioner of Education. 
3. Operation of a local library or libraries, including qualified per- 
sonnel in charge of library, suitable library quarters, county-wide serv- 
ice, free of charge, to all residents, an adequate system of records and 
reports, cooperation with the regional library staff, willingness to make 
locally-owned books available on interlibrary loan to other libraries 
and bookmobile stations in the region, and participation by the local 
librarian or librarians in such in-service training programs as may be 
offered by the regional library center. 
City and county libraries are established under Public Acts of 
Tennessee, 1963, Chapter 370. This legislation permits a city or county 
to operate an independent library, to give support to any public li- 
brary in the county, to contract with another city or county for library 
service, or to enter into contracts with other cities or counties for 
joint operation of public library service.6 It provides for the appoint- 
ment of a library board and for provision of funds to support a library. 
The law places no limitation on the amount of taxes which may be 
levied for support of a public library. I t  permits a library board to 
expend funds for the training of personnel. Library legislation in 
Tennessee is broad and general, leaving details to be handled by ad- 
ministrative action. Under this legislation, many different patterns of 
library organization could be developed. 
The pattern of state-supported regional library centers serving a 
group of rural counties has been successful in Tennessee. In fact, it is 
doubtful if any other type of library system could have prospered in 
the prevailing climate of opinion. Tennessee counties have a strong 
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feeling of local identihation, The task of persuading a group of adjoin- 
ing counties to turn over local fundsto a regional authority would have 
been well-nigh impossible. Oliver Garceau calls this problem . the 
bitter struggle to destroy or to swallow up village, city, and county li-
braries.”6 Instead of trying to remove local authority and the control of 
local funds, the regional center offers to provide materials and services 
in return for cooperation. 
The regional library board, which administers the regional library 
center in each region, has a profound influence in coordinating public 
library service within the region. Although it has no authority over the 
county library boards, it can make recommendations to them. By the 
terms of its contract with the State Library and Archives Commission, 
the regional library board agrees to “cooperate with appropriate county 
and town officials of the area concerned to develop a unified system 
of public library service for all people of each ~ounty .”~  The Handbook 
for Regional Library Boards in A4ulti-County Regions states that “Plan- 
ning and developing good public library service in the region is a re- 
sponsibility which a regional board is uniquely fitted to perform. Each 
region is different from all other regions and has its peculiar problems. 
Members of the regional board understand these problems and can plan 
a program which is fitted to the needs of their region. No other agency 
can provide this type of leadership. Interested and capable trustees on 
the regional library boards are an indispensable ingredient of public 
library progre~s.”~ The administrative responsibility of the regional 
board, on which all the counties of the region are represented, tends to 
make the activities of the regional center an integral part of the total 
library program of that region. 
Members of the regional staff are accepted as part of the local library 
program, not as outsiders representing the state. This close relationship 
has been developed during years of experience. A questionnaire an- 
swered by the county library boards in 1960 brought forth some sur- 
prising opinions. A large number of the boards wanted more extensive 
supervision of their local librarians by the regional staff. Ten years 
earlier they would have resisted the idea of supervision. The great 
majority of library boards rejected the proposal of state grants of funds 
to the local libraries, stating firmly that they would prefer any ad- 
ditional funds to be used to expand the services of the regional library 
center. 
The lack of authority by the regional board and staff over the local 
library boards and personnel has never been a problem, although there 
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may have been occasions when the regional librarian would have 
wished for some authority over a local librarian. Robert D. Leigh 
points out that the differences between regions constituted by state 
action and those brought about by concurrent action of several coun- 
ties are more of a legal than of a functional nature. I t  is his observation 
that in actual operation, there is very little difference between the two 
types of library systems.9 
The regional library board has a contractual relationship with the 
State Library and Archives. Because it receives and expends state 
funds, it is subject to the same rules and regulations in regard to pur- 
chasing, financial procedures, records, and personnel policies which 
apply to other state departments and agencies. The State Library and 
Archives is responsible for insuring that such rules and regulations are 
observed. Members of the staff of the Public Libraries Division fre- 
quently attend regional library board meetings. The regional library 
boards participate in planning for state-wide development of public 
library service. 
The regional librarians have a very close relationship with the State 
Library and Archives. Through quarterly staff meetings, which usually 
last two days, the regional librarians have an opportunity to discuss 
problems and express their ideas. Committees work on various projects, 
such as preparation of manuals, job descriptions, etc. Planning for spe- 
cial projects, such as the Home Demonstration Club Reading Program, 
is done at staff meetings. Between staff meetings, there is frequent com- 
munication between the regional librarians and the State Library and 
Archives by means of telephone calls, letters, and visits. 
The multi-county regional library systems in Tennessee have many 
deficiencies, including the low level of local support, insufficient pro- 
fessional personnel, inadequate quarters for local libraries, and others. 
At the local, regional, and state levels, efforts are being made to over-
come these problems, which are not inherent in the organizational 
structure. 
The following advantages may be cited for a library system consist- 
ing of local libraries and a state-supported regional library center: 
1. It avoids the struggle to persuade a group of counties to part with 
local funds and local authority. 
2. It encourages local pride in accomplishment, 
3. It provides a professional staff which is accepted as part of the 
local library program. 
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4. It  provides a wider range of materials and services than small 
libraries can furnish for themselves. 
5. It  provides flexibility in program and in organization. A county 
can be transferred from one region to another with little difficulty. This 
has sometimes been necessary as the program expanded and additional 
regional library centers were established. 
6. It provides a strong basis for requesting state appropriations. 
State officials accept responsibility for state-supported regional library 
centers which they consider as agencies of the state government. They 
do not accept equal responsibility for providing help to local public 
libraries. 
7. It avoids the difficulties of administering grants-in-aid to local li-
braries. 
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Montana Chooses Federations of Libraries 
A L M A  S. J A C O B S  
THECONCEPT OF FEDERATIONS of libraries and 
its application for the large, sparsely populated state of Montana was 
admirably presented by Raymond E. Mahoney, in an article written for 
the January 1,1952issue of the Library Journal: 
It  is easier to arrange a federation than a consolidation in which in- 
dividual libraries lose their identity. Many small and medium libraries 
are well-established units of local government having vested property 
rights and a long tradition of local autonomy. The struggle for larger 
units of service has often failed because of a head-on collision with 
localism. In many cases advocates of unity have attempted to do too 
much too quickly. They have tried to take over a series of smaller units 
(libraries, librarians, and lockers ), dissolve their distinctive character- 
istics, and establish a closely integrated consolidation. But localism is 
a continuing force in the American way of life; local library boards 
have worked too hard and too long to agree to preside at a ceremony 
for their own dissolution. 
Federation preserves the advantages of local libraries, adding the in- 
creased efficiency and specialization of larger units. I t  satisfies the desire 
for “home rule” and parallels the historic American principle of in- 
dependence in local self-government. Basically it is an agreement to sur- 
render certain rights for the greater rights which they enjoy through 
membership in a large organized system. . . . 
A federation system of libraries may be the difference between suc- 
cess and failure when trying to organize service on a metropolitan, 
county, or regional basis. It offers the strong framework around which 
independent libraries may unite, improve, and go forth to better serv- 
ice.l 
Prior to the adoption of the present plan for library development in 
Montana, two concepts were considered by library leaders in the state: 
(1)regional library headquarters as branches of the state agency, and 
The author, Librarian of the Great Falls Public Library, Great Falls, Montana, is 
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(2 )  independent regional libraries in six regions, with the center lo- 
cated in the largest city in the district. 
State branches of the state agency were considered inadvisable by 
the majority, in part, because of the difficulty of administration oc- 
casioned by the vast distances that would exist between the regional 
office and headquarters. The problem is further enhanced by the fact 
that geographically and economically Montana is two states divided 
roughly along the western fringe by the Rocky Mountains. A second 
factor was the lack of financial support that could be envisioned in the 
foreseeable future from the state legislature. The yearly budget for the 
state agency at the time of the recommendation was $14,890. 
The proposal for the establishment of six regional libraries, which 
would divide the state into six library districts, came into head-on col- 
lision with localism. The Montana Library Association at its 1952 con-
ference did not adopt the plan. The concept of a regional library 
became synonymous with loss of autonomy to many libraries and trus- 
tees, and the division of the state into six regions that would provide 
support in the amount of at least $100,000 was considered by many to 
be arbitrary. The centers specified in the plan were not always natural 
trading centers to many of the adjacent counties, and in some instances 
there was a long history of local rivalries between the cities that were 
expected to pool their resources. 
Montana’s present plan provides for federations of libraries. Basic to 
the plan is the provision for local autonomy, for home rule and self 
government, and intrinsic to the plan is the provision for the extension 
of services from strength. A strong central library, well supplied with 
library resources of high quality and under the direction of a dynamic 
professional librarian to guarantee imaginative and effective leadership, 
is the first requisite. The plan is flexible and thus easily adaptable to 
any existing library situation in the state. 
Montana’s public library laws are permissive and are considered rela- 
tively good, in that any form of cooperation between all types of gov- 
erning bodies is possible; cities may contract with counties, and 
counties may contract with cities or with other counties for a regional 
library. The last mentioned provision in the law has not been used. The 
three federations that are now operating on a self-supporting basis have 
legal entity through contracts for service with the center library. The 
agreements specify services to be received, method of administration, 
and the amount to be paid by the contracting agency, The contracts are 
in effect on a continuing basis until terminated by a notice of one of 
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the parties, six months prior to the dissolution of the agreement. There 
is provision in each contract for a yearly review of the amount to be 
paid for services. A board made up of representatives from each county, 
appointed by the county commissioners, acts in an advisory capacity. 
Local library boards continue to function as they have in the past, con- 
cerned with local library responsibilities. It is usual to have local board 
members chosen to serve on the advisory board. 
No governmental problems have arisen in the organization and ad- 
ministration of the federations, up to the present time. In areas which 
were without service, steps have been taken that are required under 
the law to establish either a city or a county library and to allow the 
governmental unit the power to tax for library purposes. The law 
provides the alternative of contracting for service in lieu of the estab- 
lishment of a library. Where a tax-supported library exists, the govern- 
mental unit continues to provide the necessary support. The funds for 
the additional services are paid yearly in two payments to the city treas- 
urer of the Center. These funds then became a part of the budget of 
the headquarters library. An annual report of expenditures is made by 
the librarian of the central library, called the coordinator of the feder- 
ation, and such interim progress report as he deems advisable. Strong 
leadership by influential citizens secures the necessary tax support for 
the library program from the local governing bodies. 
The factors that determine the location of the federations and the 
cohesion into areas are homogeneity of population, ease of transporta- 
tion and communication, contiguity, and especially, professional leader- 
ship at the federation center. A basic consideration in setting up the 
region is sufficient taxable valuation to insure funds adequate to meet 
the requirements of American Library Association standards as stated 
in Public Library Service.2Present federations do not include areas suf- 
ficiently large to meet the ALA standard, but in each of the three sys- 
tems plans are being made to extend service into surrounding counties. 
The services provided by a federation follow the same pattern that 
is in operation in many library systems throughout the nation. Order- 
ing, processing, and cataloging have been centralized, relieving the 
professional member librarians from repetitious detail and providing 
cataloging of high standard. A uniform library card permits residents 
to borrow books from any library in the system. Through group pur- 
chase of books, supplies, and equipment, substantially larger discounts 
have been obtained. Monthly or bi-monthly meetings of the libraries 
provide in-service training and the expert advice and counsel of the 
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professional staff of the center. Bookmobile services are shared, as are 
extensive reference service from the main library, and an intensive 
area-wide public relations program is in effect in each system. 
The Great Falls Federation serving two counties more nearly ap- 
proximates a regional concept than the other two existing federations 
in the state. Earlier there were two libraries in Great Falls, the strong 
municipal Public Library and a small county system. Service first was 
extended from the Public Library to the small town of Conrad in 
Pondera County which had an independent municipal library, The con- 
tract provided centralized ordering and processing of books and the 
consultative service of an extension librarian. In 1959 the Great Falls 
Public Library merged through contract with Cascade County Library 
and extended all services to both Pondera and Cascade County, through 
a bookmobile and branches. Conrad continues to keep its entity as a 
municipal library but participates as a member of the system and pays 
a portion of its budget to the center. The branches in Belt and Cascade, 
in Cascade County, and in Valier in Pondera County, each have a small 
city tax which each library administers, but the bulk of the support 
comes from county appropriation paid directly to the Great Falls Pub- 
lic Library. 
The Sagebrush Federation located in the sparsely populated, stock- 
raising area in eastern Montana includes five geographically large 
counties and has its center in Miles City. The support in this area is 
predominantly from county tax, with the exception of Miles City and 
Glendive which are city-supported libraries with county contracts, 
With the exception of Carter County where there is no public library, 
each library is supported by city and county tax, and additional funds 
are paid into the center at Miles City for book processing, in-service 
training, and bookmobile service. 
The Northwest Montana Federation of Libraries offers a slightly dif- 
ferent program in that four relatively strong independent libraries exist 
there, Bookmobile costs are paid by county funds. The individual li-
braries (city or county) share the cost of centralized processing based 
on the size of their book budgets. Plans here are to include yet another 
county and to strengthen the federation into a more cohesive whole. 
These federations came about from demonstrations of service pro- 
vided through Library Services Act funds. Great Falls is the exception 
since there local funds were immediately forthcoming, but the fed- 
eration started through the impact of the Library Services Act (LSA) 
program and through the loan of a bookmobile purchased with LSA 
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funds. The bookmobiles in each area remain the property of the State 
Library Commission but are kept in the area for as long as a federation 
exists. 
The State Library Commission participates as advisor and mentor to 
the federations. A representative from the state agency is always in 
attendance at the regular meetings of the member librarians of each 
federation. Consultative visits are made with regularity, and there are 
continuing studies and evaluations to explore ways and means of im- 
proving and strengthening services. Additional federal funds will be 
provided by the state agency to each federation to assist in extending 
the system to include adjacent counties. 
In volume one of The Public Libraries of the Pacific Northwest,3 
Robert Campbell (Assistant Professor of Economics at the University 
of Oregon) has done a definitive study on the financing of public li- 
braries. He points out that Montana has both the largest area and the 
lowest population density in the Pacific Northwest and that the state 
is organized into the largest number of counties with the smallest aver- 
age population per county of any of the states in the region. He  con- 
cludes that, even though Montana’s property tax burden is the highest 
in the region, the provisions for libraries appear capable of providing 
close to the minimum requirements to meet American Library Associ- 
ation standards if fully utilized. The localities, particularly the counties, 
have not fully exploited the taxing powers allocated to them for this 
purpose. He  recommends larger units of service with costs paid pri- 
marily from local funds but subsidized to some extent by state grants. 
Montana’s first demonstration of a library federation was not success- 
ful. A seven-county system with Missoula as the center was initiated 
in 1957 and continued for a three-year period. Lack of success was not 
attributable to the type of organization but mainly to  the lack of suf-
ficent personnel to direct and to interpret the program, the limited 
suppIy of attractive books, and the choice of too large an area to serve 
adequately with one small bookmobile. The chief drawbacks were that 
the center was not strong and that the staff a t  the center was less than 
lukewarm toward the program. The resources of the small state agency 
were strained to the utmost in its attempt to assist with the demonstra- 
tion and to implement the program of library development throughout 
the state. Much was learned in this initial attempt, however, and the 
existing federations have profited. 
Montana has recently adopted the Interim Standards for Small Pub-
lic Libraries4 and earlier adopted the American Library Association 
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standards as set forth in Public Library Seruicea6 Library service of high 
standard can be a reality through a network of library systems called 
federations, which are built on the solid foundation of a strong center 
designed to consolidate strength rather than to combine weakness, and 
which provide for the priceless advantages of initiative, responsibility, 
and pride of ownership in each community. Three areas in the state 
have achieved satisfying progress toward that goal. 
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Regional Library Organization And 
Development In Washington State 
J O H N  S. R I C H A R D S  
A N YEVALUATION of the development of regional 
library systems for the state of Washington must begin with an account 
of legislation enacted by the state legislature in the four biennial ses- 
sions between 1935 and 1941. While California had a strong state li-
brary and a system of county libraries early in the century, which 
became a model for other states, and Oregon early developed a strong 
state library agency which influenced library development throughout 
that state, Washington had no county libraries and a weak state agency 
until the legal framework was provided in the years 1935-1941. 
It is not pertinent to this article to outline in detail the reasons for 
the late development in Washington, but a brief history may give back- 
ground €or what has taken place more recently. When Washington 
Territory was created in 1853, a Territorial Library was provided for 
at the capitol in Olympia. After statehood in 1889, enabling legislation 
for the establishment of municipal libraries was passed which quickly 
led to the establishment of public libraries in Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, 
and other of the larger communities. During this time the State Library 
passed through a series of vicissitudes and always under committees 
or commissions of ex-officio state officers. In 1907 the State Law Library 
was placed under the jurisdiction of the State Supreme Court. The 
State Traveling Library was divorced from the State Library and con- 
tinued to operate independently until abolished in 1929 by the gover- 
nor’s veto of its appropriation. Also in 1929 the legislature abolished 
the current State Library Committee composed of the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction, the Commissioner of Public Lands, and the State 
Treasurer, all ex-officio, and turned the supervision of the State Library 
over to the Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
Mr. Richards is a member, Washington State Library Commission, and former 
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The original Washington Library Association, organized in 1905, had 
been merged in 1909 with the Pacific Northwest Library Association 
(P.N.L.A.) , when this first regional association had been organized. 
After 1909 Washington librarians continued to work for library devel- 
opment in Washington through the Washington State section of 
P.N.L.A. By 1931 the Washington State Library had fallen to such a 
low estate that Washington librarians reorganized the state association 
as a base from which to work for needed legislation. The first meeting 
of the new state association was held in 1932. 
The new association, headed by Judson T. Jennings, librarian of the 
Seattle Public Library, began to get results. In the legislative session 
of 1935, a bill was passed which provided for county, regional, and 
school district public libraries and a State Board for the certification of 
librarians. The budget of the State Library was materially increased. 
In the 1939 legislative session, a bill authorizing an independent 
State Library Commission was vetoed by the governor. In the 1941 
session, the State Library Commission bill was passed over the gover- 
nor’s veto, and the County Library Law which had proved to be in- 
operable in 1940 was revised and amended. The State Library budget 
was increased by 66 per cent. As a result of the revamping of the county 
library law, Washington had fourteen county rural library districts in 
operation by 1944. 
During these years while Washington put its library house in order, 
the concepts of the organization and financing of the American public 
library were undergoing a change. One of the first, if not the first, state- 
ments about the need for larger area service and library systems was 
outlined in Carleton Joeckel’s book, The Government of the American 
Public Library,l published in 1935. Librarians were coming to realize 
the hopeless inadequacy of the original American Library Association 
standard of $1 per capita for public library support, and the inability 
of most small communities to finance an acceptable library program. 
Joeckel’s book was followed by other statements of the case, including 
Post-War Standards for Public Libraries2 in 1943, the National Plan for 
Public Library Ser2;ice3 in 1948, and publications in 1950, resulting 
from the Public Library Inquiry conducted by the Social Science Re- 
search Council. Because of the large rural population in Washington, 
all of whom were without library service, it was inevitable that Wash- 
ington librarians should early give consideration to the development of 
regional systems. 
The Washington Library Association (WLA ) has consistently studied 
the problems of library development in the state through periodic self- 
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surveys of current status, and statements of goals and steps to reach 
the goals. These plans have served as a strong basis for action by the 
State Library in cooperation with WLA, and have always covered the 
entire spectrum of library service. While this article deals only with 
public libraries, the professional philosophy in Washington state is 
dedicated to the concept that all library development is interrelated 
and equally important. 
Another major factor at about this time was the importation from 
California of one of the leading county librarians, Gretchen Knief 
Schenk, as Washington State Librarian. The choice of a California 
county librarian by the state of Washington was a deliberate action, as 
the profession had made a decision that they wished to develop fully 
integrated library systems. The California scene, particularly Kern 
County, offered outstandingly successful examples. While the tax struc- 
ture of Washington has necessitated a different legal approach to the 
solution of the problem of full integration, the objective of merging 
administration and service to obliterate lines of jurisdiction to achieve 
maximum service value for each tax dollar has remained unchanged. 
With WLA’s success in achieving state funds to aid in library devel- 
opment, a decision was made to invest a portion of the funds in an ex- 
pansion of the association’s program for public library development. 
The resulting document, A Proposed Regional Library Plan for the 
State of Washington,4has served as the pattern for progress since 1950. 
The surveyor used two major factors in developing regions: (1) the 
degree of geographic, economic, and social unity existing in a given 
area, and ( 2 )  the amount of money that could be raised by a 2-mill 
local property tax (our legal ceiling) using current evaluations. These 
two factors had to be reconciled and modified by the necessity that all 
areas of the state be reached by adequate library service. That these 
factors were basic is shown by the fact that the twelve regions recom- 
mended stand up very well against all current measures. 
An encouraging beginning in the realization of this regional plan has 
been accomplished. Thirteen of the thirty-nine counties are presently 
enjoying regional service. Ten other counties have rural library districts, 
Thus twenty-three counties have library systems operating on a single 
or multi-county basis. Sixteen counties are still without such service. 
The Washington legal organizational pattern is unique in that its 
systems are based on a single or multi-county library district which is a 
municipal corporation having all the powers and responsibilities of a 
governmental unit insofar as related to library management. Because 
of a special tax structure, incorporated towns are not an organizational 
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part of the library district but participate in the program by contracts 
which specify that the cities will pay the same millage rate set by the 
district (not to exceed two mills) and that in return the district will 
supply library service. Existing collections are handled differently, de- 
pending upon the local situation. In most instances the collection is 
eventually incorporated into the total holdings of the district. 
Service is planned and executed on the dual consideration of need 
and response or use. Total financial ability of the district is the con- 
trolling factor of how far and how fast service is developed. Community 
libraries are combined with bookmobile service as the means to reach 
all borrowers, with mail service to the isolated or physically house- 
bound rural patron. Any and all means of delivering books are utilized, 
even boats and airplanes. The forest service parachutes requested read- 
ing to the fire lookouts, along with their groceries and other necessities. 
Maximum utilization of the special skills of the professional librarian 
governs the assignment of staff. The children’s program is developed 
over the entire service area, as are film service, services to groups, and 
reference service. When a community is large enough to warrant full- 
time professional staffing, this is done. Intensive in-service training pro- 
grams are carried on by the professional staff to upgrade the quality of 
community service. 
Books are purchased on the basis of the total needs of the area, with 
an effort to secure the maximum use of each volume. Shipments are 
scheduled regularly, with rush requests mailed in between. The books 
are owned by the system, not by any community or branch, and are 
not assigned on a permanent basis. When the book begins to be idle, 
the local librarian sends it back to headquarters where it may be sent 
on to another community for use. In the course of a year, as many 
books are returned as are sent, assuring a live and useful collection in 
each outlet. 
Naturally all materials are purchased, cataloged, and processed at 
headquarters. All repairs and binding are performed at headquarters. 
Publicity is coordinated. Any question not answered by the local li-
brarian is referred on for the reference librarian’s attention. If there is 
a rush, the telephone is utilized. It is all very simple, the smallest frac- 
tion is as vital and as important as the large and imposing headquarters. 
Service, fast and free moving, is as little surrounded by hampering 
rules as possible. A fluid book collection and a fluid service pattern, 
with the goal of meeting the patron’s needs, describe the basis of or- 
ganization. An integral part of the organization is interlibrary loan. 
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Once the system’s resources have been exhausted, contact is made with 
the State Library where, in turn, if resources are inadequate the request 
is sent to the Pacific Northwest Bibliographic Center, through which 
the major library resources of the region are accessible to all libraries 
in the area. 
While public libraries are completely independent of the State Li- 
brary, the leadership and interest of the Washington Library Associ- 
ation in library development has led to a close, cooperative working 
relationship between the Washington Library Association, the State 
Library, and the libraries of the state. The basic library law passed 
in 1935 contains a preamble, “It is hereby declared to be the policy 
of the state, as a part of its provision for public education, to promote 
the establishment and development of public library service through- 
out its various subdivisions.”6 This remains as the guiding policy of 
the State Library Commission. The state’s responsibility was further 
emphasized when in 1945 the legislature directed the State Library 
Commission to “. . . make studies and surveys of public library needs,”6 
and appropriated funds to “provide, expand, enlarge and equalize 
public library facilities and services and thereby stimulate interest 
in reading throughout the entire state.”s By 1956, when the Library 
Services Act became federal law, the role of the state in promotion and 
development of library service was an established fact. Again, the 
Washington Library Association and the State Library worked together 
to develop the plan for the utilization of the funds and to secure new 
state matching funds. The decision was made to concentrate on bring- 
ing the regional plan into reality as fast as money, time, and personnel 
would permit. 
What has resulted from the planning and the organizational ap- 
proach? The progress made since 1940 can best be shown with contrast- 
ing statistics. In Table 1it will be seen that while the population of the 
state has grown 73 per cent in the twenty-three years, the population 
served by libraries has increased from 55 per cent to over 94 per cent, 
and the unserved population has decreased from 44 per cent to 6 per 
cent. Perhaps the most important growth has been that of adequate 
service, i.e., service which approximates American Library Association 
standards, from 21 per cent to 78 per cent. With respect to this last 
comparison, one must realize that the standards of today are higher 
than those of 1940 and that the 78 per cent today are receiving more 
and better service than were the 21 per cent in 1940. 
The reasons for this great improvement in twenty-two years are in 
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TABLE I 
Comparative Statistics on Library Development in the 

State of Washington: 1940-1963 

Percent Percent Percent 
of of of 
1940 Total 1963 Total Increase 
Total population 1,736,191 3,005,100 73 
Population served 967,716 55 2,813,755 94 
Population unserved 768,475 44 191,345 6 
Population with inade- 
quate or no service 1,370,608 79 652,991 22 
Population with reason- 
ably adequate service 365,583 21 2,352,109 78 
Circulation 7,175,346 19,381,378 170 
Volumes held 1,495,677 5,084,194 240 
Volumes added in year 339,924 
Per capita support of 
served population $0.61 $2.68 
Total number of towns 221 267 
*Incorporated towns served 
by dktrict libraries 0 138 52 
No. which could be part 
of district libraries 0 63 23 
*This is a very significant figure as it represents greatly improved library service 
for these towns. 
part explained toward the end of Table 1where one sees that per capita 
expenditures for libraries in Washington have increased by 339 per 
cent or from 61 cents to $2.68. More than half the incorporated towns 
in the state are now being served by regional libraries, whereas in 
1940 all were struggling along on their own resources usually with com- 
pletely inadequate budgets and with understaffed and underequipped 
libraries. 
The program for library development in Washington since 1941 has 
been focused on securing adequate library service for unserved rural 
areas and on improving service in the communities with inadequate 
service. No major effort has been directed toward securing library con- 
solidation or close cooperation in the larger urban communities. In the 
three most populous counties, particularly, there has been only limited 
cooperation between city and district libraries. With the population 
limitation now removed from the new federal Library Services and 
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Construction Act it may be possible to initiate projects which will 
stimulate the urban areas toward closer relationships, with a resultant 
increase in the efficiency of the service. It may be that in achieving 
these relationships the concept of complete administrative integration 
will be modified. The objective of the best service possible for everyone 
will not be sacrificed, but it is recognized that there is more than one 
path to the objective. 
In closing, it should be emphasized that Washington does not pro- 
mulgate the special district organization as the most desirable solution 
to the problems of library development. It is being used as a solution 
to a tax problem but closes the door to the highly effective New York 
approach. A means of combining the New York program of ongoing 
aid with the Washington program of getting unserved areas organized 
is being sought. One of these days the Washington Library Association 
will find a way to do so. 
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Regional Libraries in Canada 
MARY E. D O N A L D S O N  
LIBRARYO R G A N I Z A T I O N  in Canada, as elsewhere, 
is tending toward the larger unit. It generally depends on local initi- 
ative which has been encouraged and assisted by professional librarians 
at the provincial level, The problems or deterrents are familiar: inade- 
quate finances, a result of apathy and unawareness of the need for 
books on the part of the citizens along with reluctance on the part of 
elected councillors to believe that tax dollars should be spent on books; 
the existence of libraries in communities too small to meet today’s 
standards and with boards jealous of their autonomy; great contrasts 
in settlement-large urban centers and vast sparsely settled areas; and 
the zealously guarded provincial responsibility for education and li-
brary service which is delaying both federal aid and private founda- 
tion assistance. 
Although all provinces now have library associations, the Canadian 
Library Association-Association Canadienne des Bibliothkques-was 
not organized until 1946. Librarians in Ontario and British Columbia 
have been working with each other and with colleagues in the United 
States sinee 1901 and 1911. There are five library schools in Canada- 
three are accredited by the American Library Association and the Ca- 
nadian Library Association. In 1963, the schools graduated 171 students 
with the Bachelor of Library Science degree and two with the Master of 
Library Science degree. Ontario and British Columbia have certifica- 
tion regulations. Professional librarians in Ontario have organized an 
independent professional group known as the Institute of Professional 
Librarians which in 1963 was recognized by the legislature as a pro- 
fessional body. 
In Canada, which is governed by the British North America Act, 
education is a provincial preserve, and there is no provision for a fed- 
eral office for libraries or education, nor are federal funds specifically 
assigned to libraries. The Canadian Library Association-Association 
The author is the Saskatchewan Provincial Librarian. 
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Canadienne des Bibliothkques-has organized a committee on govern- 
ment assistance to libraries which, using a workshop technique in 1962 
and in 1963, is exploring this problem. However, libraries do receive 
assistance indirectly from various federal sources. The National Library 
has the national union catalog, which includes not only titles copy- 
righted in Canada, but the holdings of major libraries in Canada. The 
Library publishes Canadiana, a monthly national bibliography, with 
Dewey classification, of all books copyrighted in Canada. Assistance 
in reference and in interlibrary loans is provided by the Library. The 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics collects and publishes statistics on all 
libraries. Federal funds are indirectly available for the construction of 
public library buildings under the municipal winter works incentive 
program and will be available when a library building is selected as 
the local project to commemorate the centennial of OUT Confederation 
in 1967. The Canada Council provides grants towards the construction 
of college and university libraries. Funds from the Canada Council are 
also available for post-graduate scholarships and fellowships in librari- 
anship. 
Although Ontario has the longest history of continuous public library 
service, the promotion of regional libraries began in British Columbia 
in the 1920's. In 1930 the first regional library in the world was organ- 
ized in the Fraser Valley of British Columbia with a grant for a demon- 
stration from the Carnegie Corporation of New York. In 1933, funds 
were also provided by the Carnegie Corporation for a three-year dem- 
onstration in Prince Edward Island. The first five regional libraries es-
tablished in Nova Scotia shared equally a $50,000 grant from the 
Corporation for the purchase of books. 
A study of the libraries acts and regulations reveals that there are 
many differences in detail, even in terminology. Every province, except 
Prince Edward Island, where the libraries are operated by the pro- 
vincial government, has legislation or regulations whereby munici- 
palities, counties, school districts, or school units-whatever the tax 
collecting authority is called-may cooperate and contribute tax dollars 
for the financing of library services. The variations and similarities in 
the legislation are interesting, but no attempt will be made to analyze 
the legislation in detail. Instead, an arbitrary selection has been made 
of provincial policy on some of the essential points. 
Every libraries act,l or the act relative to public libraries, is of course 
the responsibility of a minister, a member of the executive council of 
the province concerned. In Manitoba and Alberta, the responsible 
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minister may be changed easily because the appointment is made by 
the Lieutenant Governor in Council, whereas in the other provinces 
he is named in the act. In British Columbia2 he is the Provincial Secre- 
tary; in Quebec3 since April 1, 1961, the Minister of Cultural Affairs; 
in Manitoba, since December 1963, the Attorney General; and in the 
other provinces the Minister of Education. 
The organization of libraries in the territory of the Yukon and the 
two provinces of Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island differ so 
from each other and the other provinces in Canada that it seems desir- 
able to consider them separately. 
In Newfoundland there are regional libraries, but the Public Li-
braTies Act requires action not by local government but rather by in- 
dividuals working with the provincial Public Library Board.* Members 
of this Board, not to exceed twenty-five, are appointed by the Lieuten- 
ant Governor in Council for three years and are eligible for reappoint- 
ment. It is the duty of this Board to promote the formation of regional 
library boards, to define the regions within which the boards may oper- 
ate, to grant such boards certification (or to cancel it),  and to give 
financial assistance. It is generally understood that the libraries are 
organized and helped by the Public Libraries Board, but not operated 
or maintained by it. The Board pays various nominal grants including 
50 per cent of the original cost of the local library building. Despite 
this information from the legislation and statements in “Facts Concern- 
ing Regional Libraries,”j the Dominion Bureau of Statistics’ survey of 
public libraries in 1961 does not report on regional libraries in New- 
foundland.B It reports only on a Provincial Library Service, “since a 
‘regional library’ serves a relatively small area around the community 
in which it is situated and is not a regional library in the usual sense.”‘ 
In Prince Edward Island, the legislation in the Department of Edu-
cation Act states in Section 7: “The Minister through his Department 
shall have the execution of the laws and of orders of the Province and 
the administration of public business relating to: . , . (7)  The Prince 
Edward Island Libraries.”s One library system serves the whole island. 
Except for local quarters and equipment the service is financed by 
the provincial government. In addition to serving branch libraries, the 
system also loans books, by mail, to schools. 
The regional librarian in the Yukon Territory has written that the 
regional library there started in 1961 as a department of the territorial 
government. The librarian, a department head, is directly responsible 
to the Commissioner of the Yukon Territory who is, in turn,responsible 
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to the federal Minister of Northern Affairs. The service is financed by 
the territorial government which derives 81 per cent of its funds from 
the federal government. For the last two years, the Canada Council 
has paid a grant to the library. The library, with headquarters in White- 
horse (5,000 population) , serves the whole territory (207,000 square 
miles ) through twenty-three communities and seventeen schools with 
a staff, at present, of one professional librarian and three clerical as- 
sistants. 
With this information on the provinces of Newfoundland and Prince 
Edward Island and the Territory of the Yukon, it is easier to consider 
the similarities and variations in the other eight provinces of Canada. 
The provinces of Alberta, Manitoba, New Brunswick, and Saskatchewan 
have provincial boards or councils appointed by the Lieutenant Gov- 
ernor in Council to advise the minister regarding their libraries acts, 
which include the development and organization of regional libraries. 
On the other hand, British Columbia and Quebec have commissions, 
appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, with authority to 
make policy decisions. In British Columbia, a superintendent is the 
chief administrative officer of the commission, while in Quebec a direc- 
tor is the liaison officer between the minister and the commission. 
The establishment of library systems is basically the responsibility 
of the electors or local people, with advice and technical assistance 
from the staff of a provincial agency, except in Quebec where ''. . . It 
is the Commission that ought to take action concerning the establish- 
ment of a regional library in a given area . . , after studies and sur- 
veys. . . ."Q Although grants, publicity, and advice all favor libraries 
supported by a number of municipalities, there is no compulsion to 
unite and there are innumerable obstacles. Two obstacles that some- 
times seem especially formidable are the number of local governments 
that have to agree before even a minimum population of 40,000 is 
reached, and the obliviousness of public library boards and town coun- 
cils to the importance of an adequate supply of books in the community. 
In Alberta and British Columbia, the councils of municipalities or 
boards of school trustees may enter into agreements to form regional 
library districts. In British Columbia the electors may petition the Lieu- 
tenant Governor in Council to constitute a regional library district. In 
Manitoba, the electors petition the local council. There must then be 
a vote of the electors before agreements with other municipalities may 
be entered into, and these must be authorized by the Municipal Board 
and approved by the minister. When the boards of two or more re- 
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gional libraries by resolution recommend the formation of a regional 
library, the councils of the municipalities may, by law, negotiate and 
execute an agreement for the merger and the establishment of one 
regional library.1° In Ontario, there are various types of systems. To 
establish a county library co-operative, 50 per cent of the total number 
of library boards must sign a petition which must be approved by the 
minister before the county may pass a bylaw. To establish a district 
library co-operative, a petition signed by at least five library boards 
in a territorial district is presented to the minister. To establish a re- 
gional library co-operative, two or more district library co-operatives 
petition the minister; when the regional library co-operative is estab- 
lished, the uniting district library co-operatives shall be dissolved. To 
establish a regional library co-operative for counties, three or more li- 
brary boards in cities or towns with a population of 15,000or more may 
petition the minister, but the regional library co-operative must include 
at least three counties with a population of at least 100,000. To estab-
lish a county library, 75 per cent of the municipalities in a county or 
one-half the municipalities having a population of at least 25,000 must 
request the county to establish a county library, and then the county 
council may do so for the municipalities that so request. 
The members of the regional library boards in all provinces except 
Quebec are appointed by the participating parties. In addition, the 
Lieutenant Governors in Council in Alberta, New Brunswick, and Nova 
Scotia appoint two members to the board, and additional members may 
be appointed ''. . . in such manner and numbers as the parties to the 
agreement may determine. . . ."ll Such regional library boards are 
bodies politic and have the usual authority of a public library board 
in a single municipality. Quebec legislation does not refer to regional 
library boards. 
The legislation or regulations in British Columbia, New Brunswick, 
Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec, and Saskatchewan state that the regional 
librarian must be qualified. In Nova Scotia the appointment and the 
salary must be ratified by the minister. In New Brunswick the pro- 
vincial government pays a grant of $4,500 towards the salary of the 
regional library supervisor in each region. In British Columbia, Nova 
Scotia, New Brunswick, and Saskatchewan, the regional librarian must 
be secretary of the board. 
Establishment-grants are paid to regional library boards by the pro- 
vincial governments of Alberta, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Quebec, 
and Saskatchewan. In Alberta, the grant is $1.00 per capita for the pur- 
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chase of books, equipment, or supplies if the regional library meets 
the standards ftred by the Lieutenant Governor in Council. This also 
applies when any municipality, school division, or school district joins 
a regional library, except for the cities of Calgary and Edmonton. In 
Manitoba, three-quarters of the $10,000 authorized for an establish- 
ment-grant to a regional library must be spent on books. In New Bruns- 
wick, the initial grant may not exceed $10,000 and must be spent on 
books. In Quebec, an establishment grant may be recommended after 
a survey of the needs, payment depending on the funds available and 
the judgment of the minister. In Saskatchewan, the initial grant of 
$1.50 per capita is for books. 
Annual grants are paid by eight provincial governments to regional 
library boards. The formula is stated in the act or regulations, except 
in British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and 
Quebec. In British Columbia the Public Library Coinmission shall 
''. . . apportion, subject to the approval of the Minister, from the moneys 
appropriated by the Legislature . . . and refuse aid to any library that 
fails to conform to the regulations and standards approved by the Com- 
mission. , , ,"I2 In Manitoba with funds authorized ' I ,  , . The Provincial 
Treasurer, on the requisition of the Minister, may make grants. . , ."l3 
In Quebec, according to a letter dated May 19, 1964, from the Director, 
Service des Bibliothkques Publiques, ". , , The greater part of funds 
comes from the pr~vince."~ In Alberta, a grant of at least thirty-five 
cents per capita but not more than $10,000 is payable if the library 
meets the standards, based on population and local grants, fixed by the 
Lieutenant Governor in Council, or the regional library may apply for 
a matching grant based on what has been spent for books, but the 
book grant shall not exceed $500 and the periodical grant $50.00. In 
Saskatchewan, the annual grant is seventy-five cents per capita pro- 
vided that the board has received not less than an average of fifty cents 
per capita from the participating municipalities. The grant structure in 
Ontario is more complicated and is different for a county library co- 
operative, a district or regional library co-operative, and a county li- 
brary. However, in general, on the advice of the Director of the Pro-
vincial Library Service, a specific amount is paid on condition that the 
participants meet certain financial conditions. In the case of a county 
library co-operative and a county library board, the board also receives 
a percentage of the approved cost determined by a table included in 
the regulations. 
Other grants or forms of assistance are given by some provinces. In 
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New Brunswick, Central Library Services, and in Nova Scotia, the Pro- 
vincial Library provide a centralized reference service and order, 
catalog, and process all books for the regional libraries (the selection 
of books is done in the region). In Manitoba the Provincial Library 
selects, orders, and catalogs books for the regional libraries as well 
as supplying catalog cards and maintaining a union catalog of such 
titles. In Saskatchewan, the Provincial Library catalogs the books for 
the regional library and other libraries organized under the Act. New 
Brunswick may also grant “. . . an amount not exceeding the equivalent 
of forty-five cents per capita of the population of the region for the 
construction of a regional library headquarters.”14 Buildings for head- 
quarters of the established regional libraries in Alberta and Saskatch- 
ewan were provided by the provincial governments. In Saskatchewan 
the government also provided the furniture and equipment. British 
Columbia and Ontario have certification of librarians, and a grant is 
paid to library boards for each qualified librarian. The amount is not 
specified in British Columbia but is currently $500 for every full-time 
certified librarian. It varies in Ontario from $60.00 to $600 and accord- 
ing to the Regulations 18(3) “Where the chief librarian for the board 
of a County Library, a county co-operative, a regional co-operative or 
a district co-operative holds a Class A [two degrees, one a master’s] 
or a Class B Certificate [two bachelor degrees] the grant on his behalf 
shall be increased to $200 per month.”15 In Quebec, an annual grant 
of $1,000 is paid for each full-time professional librarian, i.e., any 
librarian holding a degree in librarianship from a university. 
Within certain limits, additional grants may be available for a special 
effort to secure higher standards or for emergencies, in Alberta by the 
minister upon recommendation of the Alberta Library Board and in 
Ontario by the director with the approval of the minister. In Quebec, 
supplementary or special grants may be recommended after surveys, 
depending on need, to municipal and association libraries likely to be- 
come the centers of future regional systems. 
Four provinces in legislation and Quebec and Saskatchewan in regu- 
lations have procedures for the the disestablishment or dissolution of 
a regional library. In British Columbia, if all the participants desire 
the disestablishment they enter into an agreement; or, if after three 
years, one-tenth of the electors in a municipality or school district sign 
a petition for withdrawal the council must take a vote. If the vote is in 
the affirmative, the Lieutenant Governor in Council issues a proclama- 
tion stating the unit is no longer a part of the regional library. The 
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Lieutenant Governor in Council directs the disposal of the assets. In 
Alberta, if the regional library board neglects to provide service for 
two years, an application is made to the Supreme Court for an order 
declaring the library board dissolved and the assets disposed of by the 
minister or council. In Nova Scotia, if a municipality wishes to with- 
draw from a regional library it must give twelve months’ notice. In 
New Brunswick, where a regional library has been established and has 
operated for three years, a party to the agreement may withdraw on 
giving twelve months’ notice but such withdrawal shall not affect the 
agreement between the other parties, According to a letter from the 
Director referred to earlier, “. . , In Quebec, the dissolution of a re-
gional library is made according to an agreement between the munici- 
palities and the managing corporate body, and to the appropriate pro- 
vision of the third part of the Companies Act.’” In Saskatchewan, 
according to the regulations, the terms of withdrawal of a municipality 
are determined by the regional library board in consultation with the 
minister, and in the event that the functions of the board are terminated 
the minister may order the disposal of the assets. 
With a population of 18,238,247, Canada in 1961 had thirty-eight 
regional libraries, including seventeen library co-operatives in On- 
tario.le Only twenty of the thirty-eight served a population of 50,000 
or over, and nine served a population of 100,000 or over. The average 
per capita payment for current operating expenses was sixty-seven 
cents, in regions with population over 100,000 it was forty-one cents, 
and where the population was between 50,000 and 100,000 it was $1.07. 
The total current operating receipts were $1,742,723, of which $871,607 
were from local taxes, $786,255 from provincial grants, and $84,861 
from other sources. Of the total, 31 per cent was spent for books and 
periodicals, 52 per cent for salaries, 2 per cent for mobile services, and 
15per cent for other needs.l‘ 
A somewhat closer look at Saskatchewan shows that there is consider- 
able flexibility in the legislation for regional libraries. Actually, there are 
only three sections in the act, and two clauses. These sections permit 
municipalities to establish regional Iibraries and to make a special levy, 
and the province to make grants and pass regulations. The establish- 
ment, authority, and responsibility of the regional library board are 
defined in the regulations. The participating municipalities sign an 
agreement with the regional library board. The agreement covers terms 
of withdrawal and of the annual grant to be paid by each municipality, 
which may vary between cities, towns, villages, and rural munici- 
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palities. The conditions under which provincial grants are paid and 
the per capita amount of the grant are in the regulations. The area to 
be served by a regional library is suggested, not defined, although it 
is understood that it should serve approximately 40,000 people. 
After the legislation was passed in 1946, the promotion of regional 
libraries started with the appointment of a supervisor of regional li-
braries. The first meeting of the North Central Saskatchewan Regional 
Library Board (the first and to date only regional library in Saskatche- 
wan) was held in 1950. The region established by eight municipalities 
representing a population of 25,345 grew slowly until 1957 when sud-
denly additional municipalities started asking for service. In 1961 there 
were twenty-seven municipalities participating, with a population of 
63,648 and a budget of $89,465; in December 1963, there were thirty- 
five municipalities, with a population of 74,752 and a budget of $116,- 
723.18 
Promotion of regional libraries has been carried on continuously by 
enthusiastic and devoted men and women assisted first by one and, 
since 1953, by two professional librarians. The usual methods have 
been used, e.g., talks to rural groups and to provincial conferences, and 
book displays at meetings, fairs, and conferences. Films, leaflets, news- 
papers, radio, and television have been helpful. The monthly letter 
from the Provincial Librarian to individual board members of all the 
libraries in the province always has a reference to regional libraries. In 
the fall of 1963, a workshop tour, by chartered bus, of the North Cen- 
tral Saskatchewan Regional Library was organized and sponsored by 
the Provincial Library; the response to an exploratory invitation had 
been so enthusiastic that participants had to be limited to two from 
the communities where there were active committees promoting re- 
gional libraries. At the request of the West Central Saskatchewan Re- 
gional Library Steering Committee, in May 1964, the Provincial Library 
started a demonstration bookmobile service in the municipalities which 
have so far agreed to participate in the regional library when one is 
established in this area. The demonstration is to last for two years. 
There are five regional library committees working in Saskatchewan. 
One group has been working for five years in an area where the largest 
center has a population of 2,500 and where 117 councils have to agree 
before there is a population of 71,000. A typical steering committee 
consists of housewives, farmers, businessmen and women, teachers, and 
occasionally a councillor or a mayor. These sincere, hard-working vol-
unteers usually meet every month to plan or to attend a district meet- 
ing. They have zoned the area and appointed a representative from 
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each district to be responsible for promotion. Travel and personal ex- 
penses are the responsibilities of the individual. The Provincial Library 
maintains a mailing list and provides mimeographed materials and 
other publicity, books for display, clerical staff as required and, on re- 
quest, the part-time assistance of an extension librarian. In two areas, 
about one-half of the local councils needed to form a system of 40,000 
people have passed resolutions signifying that their municipalities will 
join the regional library when it is organized. 
Future regional libraries will be organized, of course, patterned on 
the same basic structure as the one now in operation, but there will 
undoubtedly be variations to suit the particular regions. The voluntary 
contribution of time, effort, and money given by dozens of men and 
women in various parts of the province is truly remarkable and en- 
couraging. The results of their efforts coupled with the increasing em- 
phasis on the importance of reading are evident in the growing demands 
for library services. 
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The Responsibility of the State Library 
Agency Toward the Larger Unit 
P H Y L L I S  I. D A L T O N  
MELSCOTT, a California authority on planning, in 
“Public Library Service for Thirty Million Calif~rnians,”~ writes that 
the one hope he sees for improving library service in California is the 
development of more cooperative systems, so that the many small li- 
braries which will be needed in the future may enjoy the advantages 
of being parts of large organizations. Then the strength of the small 
outlying library will be the strength of the whole system. The collection 
of each library probably will be small, but libraries will be able to 
borrow from other libraries in the system. Needed, however, will be the 
resources of at least one very large central library, especially for spe- 
cialized reference materials, including government publications. Scott 
emphasizes that all systems, surely, will have to rely even more on the 
state library than they have been doing in the past, perhaps through 
regional branches of the state 1ibrary.l 
As Scott indicates, the state library does have a responsibility to-
ward the larger unit-a responsibility which may take many forms, de- 
pending upon the particular need of the locality involved. As systems 
develop, they will rely upon the state library agency in varying degrees 
and in ways designed to meet specific needs. 
These library systems do, of course, require planning. The planning- 
role of the state library cannot be overemphasized in the develop- 
ment of public library service and in its incorporation into a master 
plan. The standards already adopted for the library functions at the 
state level point up the participation of the state library agency in 
the development of state-wide plans for all types of library service; 
these standards recommend that when planning groups do not exist, 
the state agency should take the initiative to see that qualified groups 
and agencies do engage in such planninga2 
The author is Assistant State Librarian, California State Library, Sacramento, Cali- 
fornia. 
Responsibility of the State Library Agency Toward the Larger Unit 
Planning requires time, effort, and funds; it requires a cooperative 
spirit among librarians and a determination to implement ideas and 
goals. Often, the combined efforts of the state library agency and the li-
brary association result in overall plans for library service in a specific 
state; frequently, the plan is officially adopted by the state association 
as its plan-of-service, and then becomes a blueprint for the state’s pub- 
lic library development. 
Edward A. Wight has pointed out that this development of long-term 
state plans by the state agency working with the state professional and 
other groups is essential to extending library ~ervice.~ Such a plan was 
developed in California in 1962 and was officially adopted by the Cali- 
fornia Library Association on October 26, 1962.4 Many other states have 
adopted state plans for public library service or are in the process of 
developing such plans, e.g., Missouri, Illinois, New Jersey, New York, 
Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ohio, and Texas. 
But before a state agency can be effective in the development of a 
master plan for library service, there must also be activity in the devel- 
opment and acceptance of standards for public library service. In 1953 
the California State Library and the California Library Association de- 
veloped standards for public library service, in a workshop held at the 
California State Library and directed by Robert D. Leigh. These stand- 
ards were adopted by the California Library Association in October 
1953. They have since been amended and were republished in 1963, 
and included 1963 costs.5 The Consultant Services unit of the Cali- 
fornia State Library has accepted the responsibility, in cooperation 
with the California Library Association’s Library Developments and 
Standards Committee, of keeping up-to-date the “Costs of Library Serv- 
ice” section of the standards. The Consultant Services unit has issued a 
leaflet, “How Does Your Public Library Stack UpY8 for use with citi- 
zen groups and local officials in explaining the standards for public 
libraries. This leaflet is based on Public Library the minimum 
standards for public library service developed on a national scale. The 
American Library Association has issued a similar leaflet suitable for 
use in any state.8 State consultants assisting in the development of pub- 
lic library systems will work with both the national standards and 
their own state standards, if such have been developed. 
The responsibility of the state library agency toward the develop- 
ment of public library service is described in the standards. Those for 
national public library service indicate that the state agency should 
have personnel available with specialized competence in service to 
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children, young people, adults, and other groups. These standards in- 
dicate that the state library agency should also have personnel who 
can provide leadership, general guidance, and help in planning as well 
as the specialized information service that is needed at the state leveLQ 
The national standards developed for state library agencies add to 
these requirements that there should be enough consultants to visit 
every publicly supported library within the state at Ieast once every 
year, and to provide intensive work sessions with libraries and library 
systems in developing active programs to improve service.1° Both of 
these compilations of standards urge that consultants be provided at 
the state level in the number necessary to the work, that they have the 
ability to provide guidance on known problems, that they aid in 
identifying problems, and that they provide assistance in identifying 
opportunities for improved service. These consultants will assist in the 
building of the state-wide program set forth in the state plans. It should 
be emphasized that the standards do not presuppose that the consult- 
ants will work with only small and substandard libraries. They must 
be able to assist all types of libraries in all types of services, in ad- 
ministrative problems, in reorganization of services, and in planning for 
buildings. 
As libraries develop into systems, the consultants become the means 
to guide them in providing service of greater scope and greater depth. 
Guidance from the state level in system development is essential, as 
the mere joining together of libraries into systems is, in itself, not suf- 
ficent. Multi-county libraries have been developed in many states as 
libraries throughout the United States move toward the larger unit of 
service. Lowell A. Martin has pointed out that some of these larger 
units have resulted in a trend toward quality service. However, he also 
has observed that a multi-county library does not necessarily result 
in quality servic-it can result in just a larger and more far-flung 
substandard 1ibrary.ll To achieve the overall standard of quality serv- 
ice in the larger unit and to prevent the development of substandard 
systems, planning and guidance on a statewide basis are necessary; 
thus planning and guidance are required if the systems within the state 
are to function together-supplementing and complementing each 
other. The standards recognize that as systems develop, the work of 
state personnel will shift from advisory visits to individual units to the 
broader function of statewide planning, of advising system personnel 
on major problems, and of promoting co-operation among systems. 
As both the master plan and the standards are evolved within a state 
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and applied, it will become more and more apparent that the state li-
brary staff requires a sufficient number of experienced library consult- 
ants to assist library systems in organizing and administering the sys- 
tem, to conduct studies, to help librarians plan for local library systems, 
and to work with library and citizen groups toward implementation 
of a public library development program. John Henderson wrote in 
1961 that many opportunities exist for consultants to help with the 
planning and developing of metropolitan area systems, and that li-
brarians should receive special instruction for consultant work on 
state agency staffs.12 In 1961, Ralph Blasingame noted that state li- 
braries have traditionally worked more with small libraries than with 
large libraries, and he forecast that the state library agency must, in 
the future, also work with cities.13 
The role of the consultant is at all times one of stimulation and assist- 
ance. Probably the greatest assistance that can be given initially to a sys- 
tem by a consultant is in the identification of a need for improved library 
service. Stimulation often takes the form of assisting the librarians, and 
other leaders in the community who are interested in the improvement 
of library service, to point-up the exact need and to translate it into 
a course of action. Also, in order that the identified problems might 
have a thorough discussion, the state agency must provide the oppor- 
tunity and the climate for those people involved to work together to 
find solutions. One of the best settings for such discussion is a work- 
shop. 
The California State Library has held many such workshops-some- 
times in cooperation with the California Library Association. In 1956 
a workshop on cooperation was held.14 The established pattern of the 
workshop was that no librarian could attend without at least one other 
librarian with whom he could cooperate. The Director Edward A. 
Wight, the state library agency staff, and the workshop participants 
either identified new needs or sharpened their awareness of the already 
identified needs they had come to consider. Many ideas and plans were 
developed during the workshop, but one of the most far-reaching plans 
resulted in the establishment of the State Library Processing Center. 
This idea materialized as the need for a processing center for those li-
braries in the geographic area of California known as the Mother Lode 
was identified. The librarians concerned, the director, the consultants, 
and the members of the State Library administrative staff all consid- 
ered seriously the need for such a cooperative arrangement; the plan 
was later implemented. It is probably a rare instance when the consult- 
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ant provides the stimulation for the identification of need where no 
previous awareness existed in the community. Usually and ideally, the 
awareness of need and the request for assistance comes to the state li-
brary agency from the local librarians and citizens. 
It may be, however, that the awareness of the need for improved 
public library service exists only among the librarians in an area. Then 
it becomes necessary for the librarians, with the assistance of the con- 
sultants, to make the community and the governing board aware of 
the need for improved service. Both the San Joaquin Valley Informa- 
tion Service15 and the North Bay Cooperative Library Systemle in 
California, developed under the Library Services Act, are examples of 
identification of need for improved service by librarians and the devel- 
opment of this awareness by others, through the work of the local li-
brarians and the State Library consultants. 
In the San Joaquin Valley Information Service, the librarians in the 
Valley had, for some time, realized that they needed a regional refer- 
ence service which would provide fast, specialized service. The request 
came from the local librarians to the State Library. A library consult- 
ant worked with the Valley group throughout the development of the 
request and the plans. During the period of about three years of oper- 
ation under total or partial support by federal funds, a State Library 
consultant served as director. The consultant provided intensive work 
that could not be provided on the local level. When the San Joaquin 
Valley Information Service became self-supporting, the Library Con- 
sultant Services provided the usual advisory assistance to the project cus- 
tomarily provided to public libraries over the state. 
The North Bay Cooperative Library System was first and foremost 
the result of early cooperative meetings of groups of librarians. The 
California State Library sponsored jointly with the California Library 
Association a workshop on systems in 1959. Stimulation for the actual 
development of these cooperative libraries into a system came as a 
result of the workshop. The North Bay group worked with a consult- 
ant from the State Library during the development period, and was 
financed with federal funds. As the system matured and employed its 
own staff, the State Library consultant attended, as often as pos- 
sible, the monthly meetings of the System Council to provide liaison 
between North Bay and the State Library. Consultant advisory service 
was also available from the state to the system administrators and con- 
sultants. 
These were two systems for which a clear path was outlined by the 
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local librarians, and the consultants worked with them to develop these 
plans. Such is, of course, not always the case. The situation of an un- 
clear course of action arises most often in an area without library serv- 
ice or without a librarian. In such cases, usually a citizen group or 
governing body approaches the state library; with a definite request 
for development of a plan for the provision of library service or for 
improved library service. There may be no proposed plan for the de- 
velopment of a system nor for cooperation, but rather only an expres- 
sion of a desire for service. In studying the problem and in gathering 
the facts, the consultant will have in mind, along with the establish- 
ment or improvement of service, how this can be accomplished through 
a cooperative arrangement and provision of services which implement 
the standards. All local plans should fit into the master plan in such a 
way that they will eventually lead to a library system. In developing 
these ideas, it is probable that the consultant will formulate alternate 
courses of action. If possible, a study is undertaken to explore the fac- 
tors involved, a report made, and alternate plans are presented. In 
some cases only one set of recommendations will be given, e.g., a 
study was done at the request of Nevada County (Calif.), presently 
without county-wide library service, and a course of action recom- 
mended.l' 
Throughout the development of library systems, the consultant has 
the role of interpreter of standards and of the over-all master plan. 
This role comes into sharp focus in areas where library service has 
been underdeveloped. In studies prepared for such areas in California, 
the Master Plan for Public Libraries in California is emphasized as 
are the California public library standards, the American Library As- 
sociation standards for public libraries, and other standard references 
for public library service. A review of the more than twenty-seven 
,:udies completed by the California State Library Consultant Services 
since 1954 shows that these standards are consistently referred to and 
that the recommendations (which may point out several alternative 
methods) in the studies are for cooperative action. 
Consolidation is one method often recommended for achieving a 
larger unit of service. Such a method brings all units under a single 
administration, but it may be difficult to achieve at any given moment, 
so the recommendation may be for cooperation through contract. This 
can be done in many different ways in California under the Joint Exer- 
cise of Powers Act.ls The terms of the contracts determine the degree 
to which the local units are unified. In some circumstances the rec- 
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ommendations recognize the principle of gradualism and that the ulti-
mate pattern of tomorrow may not be achievable today. The pattern 
decided on today, however, should lead to an ultimately desirable pat- 
tern and thus prevent the development of larger units which may be- 
come stumbling blocks eventually to the best overall development of 
public library service. 
Since September 1963, the California State Library has played an 
even more important role in the development of the larger unit of serv- 
ice, as the Public Library Development Act (Assembly Bill 590) be-
came effective that month. Two more consultant positions were added 
to the State Library staff as a result of the legislation, but all the staff 
members of the State Library have been involved in the implementa- 
tion of the act. The members of the Public Library Development Board 
established by the new legislation were appointed by Governor Ed- 
mund G. Brown. Activity began first with the planning grants which 
provided up to $2,000of state funds per library engaged in cooperative 
planning as described in the law and in the regulations implementing 
the law.19 
Immediately after the passage of AB 590, librarians, city and county 
officials, and official and unofficial citizens groups throughout the state 
were eager to know how to qualify for funds, when planning funds 
would be available, and how they could be obtained. Consultants and 
administrative staff of the State Library attended meetings of librari- 
ans who were exploring the idea of requesting a planning grant for 
joint planning. After the regulations for the Public Library Develop- 
ment Act were formulated consultants helped to interpret them in areas 
where a group of libraries was exploring the idea of requesting a plan- 
ning grant. During the month's time that the regulations were on trial, 
the information gathered by this consultant work had a direct effect on 
the revision of the regulations, which were modified to reflect the real- 
ities of the creative thinking that was taking place throughout the 
state. 
Consultant work with the Public Library Development Act varied 
from area to area as to the degree of involvement in the planning, from 
active participation in developing guidelines to attending meetings of 
the group as a resource person. During this stage of the program the 
entire implementation of the planning part of the Public Library De- 
velopment Act was in an experimental stage. It is gratifying to note 
that each group developed differently from each of the other groups 
of libraries. The law, the regulations, and the State Library staff were 
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flexible so that the best plans suited to the local situation could d e  
velop. 
Some of the planning is long range-the contracts drawn up between 
the state and the planning groups allow up to two years for the expendi- 
ture of the planning funds. Several systems have been established, with 
the state consultants working with each system to some extent. Again, 
no specific pattern can be found in the work of the consultants in the 
development of the systems nor in the speed with which the systems 
were developed. 
One group was eager to develop its plan of service and to become 
an established system at an early date. Several library consultants, de- 
pending upon the particular problem involved or the consultant avail- 
able, worked with this group. For example, when these libraries were 
planning the development of a reference center, the Library Consult- 
ant who was former director of the San Joaquin Valley Information 
Service gave them the benefit of her experience and ideas. The librari- 
ans in the group employed a faculty member of a library school to act 
as a planning consultant to assist them in developing their plan of 
service. The plan of service was developed; it was approved and the 
system became the Black Gold Library System, the first system to re- 
ceive a planning grant under the Public Library Development Act and 
to become an established system. 
The North Bay Cooperative Library System had already had several 
years of experience as a system, with the use of Library Services Act 
funds, so that neither a planning period nor a planning grant was 
needed. Many of the plans for the establishment of the system officially 
as the North Bay Cooperative Library System were discussed at the 
Council meetings of the system. However, representatives of the li- 
braries in the system knew that certain changes in the organization of 
the North Bay Cooperative System would assist considerably in provid- 
ing a higher level of service. The Library Consultant from the State 
Library regularly attended Council meetings and maintained liaison 
with the system as these organizational changes were made. The Li-
brary Consultant worked also with the system staff on specific problems 
that arose. A plan of service was developed and approved, with the 
North Bay Cooperative Library Systems as an entity with which the 
state of California contracts rather than as a group of libraries held to- 
gether by many contracts, and the Council became the Board of Direc- 
tors. 
The other cooperative federal program which had been assumed lo-
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cally was the San Joaquin Valley Information Service. This was a nat- 
ural group to begin planning for a system with other features in 
addition to the reference service. This group, with library consultants 
working with them as needed, applied for and received a planning 
grant. A former California State Library Consultant was employed to 
assist in developing a plan of service which was drawn up and ap- 
proved. The group became known as the San Joaquin Valley System. 
A group of libraries with which a consultant worked during the early 
part of the development of their plan of service was the Santa Clara 
Valley System. A consultant worked intensively with representatives 
of the Santa Clara County libraries as they developed their request 
for a planning grant. The Santa Clara Valley System involved only 
two of these libraries which originally applied for the planning grant, 
so that the same complex problems did not arise here as in the other 
groups, all of which are multi-county. 
A group of libraries in Northern California had been most interested 
in cooperation for many years and had been the nucleus for the State 
Library Processing Center. A Library Consultant worked with the 
group to develop guidelines for a planning proposal. Many meetings 
were held and much good work was done by librarians, officials, and 
citizens groups. A very full report was developed by the planning con- 
sultant employed, entitled A Proposed Mother Lode Library System.20 
The librarians and the planning consultant worked closely with a li- 
brary consultant at the State Library throughout the planning stage. 
Because only two of the libraries included in the planning proposal 
voted to join the system, the Mother Lode Library System is yet to be 
formed. Several other planning groups have been formed with library 
consultants working actively in the development and execution of a 
planning proposal. 
Does the library consultant’s work stop with the planning or with 
the establishment of a system? At present, the answer is, “No.” Even 
in cases where no system is established as a result of planning, the 
consultant continues to work with the group of libraries. He interprets, 
guides, advises, and assists in the drafts of the plan of service for the 
system to be established, but does not dominate or dictate; the plan of 
service must come from the needs of the libraries included in the plan 
-not from the consultant. The consultant is however in a strategic 
role because an establishment grant is made to libraries in order to de- 
fray the expenses of establishing a system; therefore, care must be taken 
to develop a plan that promises to use those funds profitably and will 
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and experience that will help to guide libraries working beyond their 
be approved. The per capita grant, a continuing grant, is also based 
on this plan of service. The plan of service in the California system of 
grants is all-important throughout the life of state aid to public li- 
braries. 
As New York State law permits diversity of organizational patterns 
of systemsz1 so does California. Again as in New York, the cooperative 
library system has become the dominant organization pattern. Although 
California has not had extensive experience with established systems, 
it is likely that the systems will provide consultant services to member 
libraries, as is done in New York State. The Standards for the Library 
Functions of the State recognizes that systems will have consultants 
who will, in turn, work with state library consultants. The committee 
developing the standards realized that the need for state consultants 
would be tempered by the number of library systems in a state and the 
number of system consultants available. 
Undoubtedly as indicated by Robert H. Rohlf in “A Plan for Public 
Library Development in Illinois,’’ the state libraries will have a new 
siderably. The specialized consultants will need to have background 
and different role as systems are developed. He pointed out that in 
Illinois the consulting services of the State Library would change con- 
own political boundaries.22 
There are several different tasks facing state library personnel inter- 
ested in public library development: (1)Creation of service in an un- 
served area through local development, ( 2 ) Bringing up to a minimum 
level local library agencies now below it, and ( 3 )  Creation of systems 
to make possible service not being provided even by local agencies, 
which are already up to minimum service levels. All of these courses 
of action can be pursued simultaneously, but it is likely that one of 
the activities will receive more emphasis than the others. The state 
library will not accept what has been traditionally done as sufficient 
for the future. Rather this agency will anticipate the need for more 
specialized staff and more depth of material at headquarters and in 
regions throughout the state. In some cases this will result in turning 
over to systems some of the previous obligations of the state library- 
not entirely but in part, e.g., conducting in-service training and the 
supplementing of local collections. The activity of the state consultants 
will be primarily directed to system personnel. Regional Research Cen- 
,ters will provide an advanced level of servi~e.~3 The state will provide 
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aid to public libraries in the form of financial grants to local libraries 
or library systems and aid in the form of services and leadership. 
The future place of the state library agency in the development of 
public library service poses many unresolved questions, but it clearly 
has definite and important functions to perform in this area. Harold 
Hacker has stressed that cooperation can exist among libraries to im- 
prove public library service without state leadership, but that such 
has never occurred on a large scale without this leader~hip .~~ Roger 
McDonough has indicated that the role of the state library in the total 
picture is a peculiar one, perhaps because in most instances it is an 
advisory agency rather than supervisory. This then calls for a special 
kind of leadership-leading without seeming to lead, and serving as 
an inspirational cohesive and coordinating agency for all the libraries 
in the state.25 Lowell Martin predicts that the state library agency will 
in the future have an increasingly responsible role in setting standards, 
seeing that these standards are understood at the local level, and help- 
ing localities achieve them; if localities lag behind, it will see that they 
are brought up to the proper level.26 Leigh stressed in The Public Li-
brary Inquiry that the studies conducted by the Inquiry showed that 
library expansion could not be achieved entirely through the initiative 
of independent municipal or county units of government, nor could 
voluntary confederation of libraries be depended upon, State partici- 
pation in providing local library service seemed necessary. He foresaw 
that the state was the strategic center for public library deve l~pment .~~ 
In the study of Missouri library service, it was pointed out that a 
team consisting of the state library and the state library association 
make a combination that can plan on a state-wide basis and can achieve 
that plan.2s Carma Zimmerman and Ralph Blasingame, Jr., had stressed 
this in their statement, “If as has been said the key to local library de- 
velopment in the states is the existence of a strong and effective state 
library agency, . , . the body already in existence with the greatest 
ability to turn that key and unlock potentials is the library associ- 
ation. . . .7’29 Janice Kee also emphasized the same theme when she 
wrote that public library development will advance at a pace com- 
pensatory with society’s rapid changes only if the state library extension 
agency is adequately supported and furnishes the necessary leadership 
on a statewide basis and if there is full cooperation between the state 
library agency and the state as~ociation.~’’ 
As future development is planned, the pattern of service should be 
flexible but also so directed as to provide a good foundation for the 
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future. Leigh said in the late 1950’s that the public library units being 
constructed then seemed to be creating a balance between the needs 
of centralized activities for efficiency and the values of maintaining the 
community library for direct contact. He continued, however, to ques- 
tion whether this statesmanlike balance is characteristic only of a pio- 
neering period, a period of transition, or whether the balance can be- 
come characteristic of the permanent federal-state-local public library 
structure. He expressed the hope that in the library field there was a 
possibility of preventing desirable and necessary centralization from 
having an adverse effect on the local vitality and identification.31 
State libraries are now in an era when they are shouldering ever in- 
creasing responsibilities with the adoption of the new state library 
standards. One of their major undertakings should be to compare pres- 
ent performance and services with these standards and to develop in 
those areas which are found lacking. There is no doubt that there are 
many roadblocks between public library service of today and the na- 
tionwide standard of the quality and quantity of library service which 
it is hoped will be attained. State libraries and public libraries must 
carefully watch that flexibility in library service is maintained equal 
to the requirements of a mobile population in our life of constant 
change. A combination of strong state library agencies which provide 
effective backup and leadership services to libraries and a well-designed 
financial aid program appear to be the present way of life. 
A demonstration of many of the concepts developed in this paper 
was presented in two workshops sponsored by the California State Li-
brary and the California Library Association in May 1964 on the subject 
“Your Library in the ‘Master Plan for Public Libraries in Calif~rnia’.’’~~ 
One section of the workshop was held in Southern California and an 
almost identical section was held in Northern California. One emphasis 
in these workshops was for a strong state library program which was 
different and better, a program where a new balance would be de-
veloped between state and local levels. Within the state of California 
the workshop emphasized that librarians should reexamine the stand- 
ards, define the system idea at every level, develop more citizen partici- 
pation, and secure a new and effective balance in state and local pro- 
grams of money and services. 
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The Roles of a Consultant in a Cooperative 
System Headquarters 
D O R O T H Y  M. B R O D E R I C K  
THECOSCEPT O F  ‘larger units of service” is not 
new to the library world, The Post-War Standards for Public Libraries 
reiterated what had been the general feeling for some years: that a 
library unit had to have a minimum income of $25,000 and had to 
provide service for a population of 25,000 to be anywhere near effec- 
tij1e.l Both the National Plan for Public Library Service2 and the Public 
Library Inquiry3 took full cognizance of the need for some type of 
coordination and cooperation among libraries if service was to be 
improved. In 1956, Public Library Service raised the base population 
to 100,000 and produced what has subsequently become the most 
quoted paragraph in library literature: 
Libraries working together, sharing their services and materials, can 
meet the full needs of their users. This co-operative approach on the 
part of libraries is the most important single recommendation of this 
document. Without joint action, most American libraries probably will 
never be able to come up to the standard necessary to meet the needs 
of their constit~encies.~ 
Although the concept of larger units of senrice has been with us for 
many years, the literature has been directed toward the governmental 
aspects of the problem, viz., the organization, financing, and adminis- 
tering of the proposed systems. An unstated basic assumption in all 
the literature is that, given the good will of the individual libraries 
and money from some source, a system could come into being with- 
out presenting any unusual problems. In short, basic principles could 
be applied to any type of library organization. That wolves lurked in 
the forest to harass Little Red Riding Hood on her errand of mercy 
seems not to have occurred to anyone. 
Miss Broderick is Assistant Professor, School of Library Science, Western Reserve 
University, Cleveland, Ohio. 
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The wolves are not new to the forest-they have been there all 
along, but have never been identified as such. When a previous passer- 
by disappeared into the deep forest, it was easy to find excuses, none 
of which had anything to do with the dangers of the trip. These prede- 
cessors were able librarians who became directors, coordinators, super- 
visors (call them what you will) of special services in the large county 
or city libraries. When they failed at their jobs, the excuses made were 
that they missed the public, felt too far away from the books, or dis- 
liked all the paper work. Actually, they failed for the same reasons a 
consultant can fail, and when they succeeded it was for the same rea- 
sons a consultant can succeed. With one notable exception, there is no 
difference between being a good coordinator of children’s services in a 
large municipal public library and being a good children’s consultant 
in a cooperative system. 
The exception is in the nature of the relationship between the co- 
ordinator of a metropolitan system and the people he is working with; 
they are all employees of the same governing body, and the coordinator, 
at least theoretically, has the authority to fulfill his responsibilities. The 
consultant in a cooperative system has no authority at all-just the re- 
sponsibility to help improve library service at the local level. This de- 
mands that he be everything the coordinator is-but be it more 
tactfully. 
Because of the similarities, it should have been an easy task to pro- 
vide the new consultant with a clear-cut idea of his role (or, more 
accurately, roles ) by referring to the older, established metropolitan 
or county libraries. However, as Elizabeth Gross showed quite graph- 
ically, there is no single pattern of library organization even among 
similar types of l ibrarie~.~Furthermore, large libraries tended to de- 
velop dynasties rather than job definitions. One can read every word 
written by and about Anne Carroll Moore without having the faintest 
glimmer of what she actually did on the job, except inspire people. 
Prince consorts and heirs-apparent were selected by the leaders in ev- 
ery area of library administration and were nursed along until the 
leader retired. No one ever seemed to feel it was necessary to spell out 
these roles; they were acquired by osmosis and taken for granted. 
The roles a consultant plays are numerous, but they are no different 
from the roles of other librarians. It is simply a matter of emphasis, 
selection, and priority that makes the consultant’s job different, The 
following list of roles is not definitive, but does point up the variety 
inherent in the consultant’s position: communicator, innovator, listener, 
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observer, interpreter, trouble-shooter, peace-maker, psychologist, dem- 
onstrator, planner, coordinator, and educator. To find individuals with 
all these sterling qualities who also possess a sense of humor and a 
gleam in the eyes is the problem of the library director. I t  is not a 
simple task, and is made more complicated by the circumstances in 
which library systems have typically developed. 
The formation of a library system requires intensive work on the 
part of many people. State agency consultants are at work; local librari- 
ans and local boards of trustees are involved intimately, and citizens’ 
committees are quite often active in the planning stages. A tremendous 
expenditure of energy goes into the process of acquiring the consent of 
the libraries to agree to form a system. In the process, many of the 
librarians and trustees come to know each other, and certain barriers 
are broken. By merely consenting to join a system, the library has taken 
the first step in acknowledging its need for help and its willingness to 
accept it when offered. 
The job of the headquarters staff would be much easier if the system 
could spring into immediate action. However, after the appointment 
or election of a system board of trustees, a director must be selected, a 
plan of service formulated, and a staff hired. The recruitment of quali- 
fied personnel and the setting up of physical headquarters requires 
months, if not a full year. Consequently, there is the inevitable let- 
down of enthusiasm among the member librarians. 
Depending upon the potential size of the system staff, the recruit- 
ment of consultants will fall into two categories : the jack-of-all-trades 
consultant who knows a little bit about a lot of things and is willing to 
learn more about everything; and the specialist. The smaller systems 
have to settle for the former; the larger systems often begin with a 
full complement of specialists, It is an interesting aside to note that 
when smaller systems do feel they can afford a specialist, the first 
priority is assigned to a children’s specialist. 
Even after the staff has been hired, the problems are not easily 
solved. The first consultant hired may be the one who makes policy 
for the entire system headquarters staff-not by planning it that way- 
but, in the best John Dewey method, “by doing his job.” As yet, there 
is no clear consensus about what a consultant should or should not do. 
Within the same system, consultants will differ in the way they ap- 
proach their jobs, There is, however, a consensus as to what they are 
working toward, Only the methods and, perhaps, the priorities are 
in question. 
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Put in its simplest terms, the goal of the headquarters staff is to im- 
prove library service at the local level in each of its member libraries. 
One visit to each of the member libraries produces a clear-cut check- 
list of needs, e.g., book collections need weeding, current buying prao 
tices need improvement, replacement buying must be encouraged, and 
standard titles must be added to produce something resembling a bal- 
anced collection. Organization of the collection is often necessary. Card 
catalogs are not universal, nor are shelving arrangements always logical 
or even systematic. Income is in need of being raised, or in some cases 
instituted. There is often a need for better community relationships 
and for programming to alert the community to the services the library 
can offer. In fact, there is no area of library organization and adminis- 
tration that may not require improvement. 
For the majority of new consultants, this first glimpse into the prob- 
lems facing them is nothing short of traumatic. Of necessity, they have 
been recruited from consolidated systems where they have learned to 
take the fundamentals of library service for granted. They may be ex- 
perts in an area of specialization, but they are used to working within 
a framework of boss-to-employee relationships, for even the most demo- 
cratic faqade of the consolidated system does not hide the fact that 
once decisions have been made by the administrative staff they are 
expected to be put into effect. 
This initial period is the most crucial for the consultant staff, indi- 
vidually and collectively. Decisions made in the early days of a sys- 
tem’s growth must be lived with, if not forever, at least for many 
months and years. It is not easy for consultants to take the time to 
think when everything around them calls for action. Some of the mem- 
ber libraries will be pressing hard for immediate help in all areas of 
service; some will feel they have done their job by joining the system 
and will be difficult to reach; others will be sitting back, ready to see 
“what’s in it for us?” It is essential in any new organization to imple- 
ment a concrete form of immediate action that will please the members 
while building toward long range improvement that will be far more 
meaningful. In short, the staff must evolve a program that produces 
immediate results without losing sight of the fact that its primary pur- 
pose is to make the local librarian competent to cope with all but the 
most difficult problems. 
The greatest temptation facing the consultants will be to become 
doers instead of educators. To yield to this temptation is to point the 
way to catastrophe, and it must be avoided at all costs. For example; 
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if Library A’s librarian asks for someone from the headquarters to 
come and weed the adult nonfiction collection, it is easier for the re- 
sponsible consultant to go and do the job himself than to train the li- 
brarian to do the job. And since not all, or even many, of the member 
libraries are apt to ask for this service, it is easy to fall into the trap 
of doing just that. Perhaps the first lesson a consultant learns is to not 
do for one library what he could not do if all libraries were to ask for 
the same service. Not even the most competent consultant, with limit- 
less energy, could weed the collections of thirty or more libraries in 
a year or even two years. And since this would be only one small por- 
tion of the total job that needs doing, the strain would be unbearable. 
Communication is the most essential ingredient necessary to achieve 
both short-term and long-term goals. The librarians must be brought 
together as often as geography, weather, and transportation allow. 
Meetings serve so many purposes that it is impossible to see them as 
other than absolutely essential. The consultant, coming from a large 
system, surrounded by other professionals, subjected to regular stimula- 
tion by the interaction of the staff, will have a firsthand recognition 
of the isolation the one-man librarian has always felt, when he dis- 
covers his loneliness in being deprived of the stimulation he has taken 
for granted. He will appreciate the inner need of people to communi- 
cate, the perspective gained by simply knowing that other people have 
similar problems. 
How the meetings are arranged, monthly, bi-monthly, or even quar- 
terly, will depend upon the transportation problems of the area more 
than by any other consideration. The system staff should take some 
responsibility in arranging rides for librarians who do not drive and 
either have no public transportation available to them, or, not unlikely, 
are too old to be expected to travel alone. Some systems pay their li-
brarians mileage to and from the system meetings. It requires a particu- 
lar skill to get the librarians who most need the meetings to attend. If 
all attempts at luring them to meetings fail, there is always the gambit 
of asking them if the meeting can be held in their libraries. If the local 
library is too small, there is always a church hall or grange hall avail- 
able, and a librarian cannot very well stay away from the meeting at 
which he is host. In fact, it is a very good idea to rotate the meeting 
places as a matter of principle. It is as important for the local librarians 
to communicate among themselves as it is for the headquarters staff 
to communicate with the librarians. And there is nothing quite like 
seeing the other fellow’s library to help ease this process. It provides 
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ideas for solving problems, or, at least, produces a mutual sympathy 
society. 
The physical arrangements for the meetings are more easily solved 
than the content for them. Too often, the consultants attempt to trans- 
pose the framework of the metropolitan system’s meeting onto the co- 
operative system meeting. The temptation is to devote the meeting 
exclusively either to book selection, if that has been the pattern the 
consultant knew in his former position, or to the petty details of 
changes in the charging system or a new arrangement for returning 
interloan books. Neither is entirely satisfactory. 
In the first place, consolidated system meetings are generally run by 
and for specialists. The branch librarians meet one week, the children’s 
librarians the next, and so on, It is a very fortunate cooperative system 
that can plan for separate meetings. For most of the systems, the one 
monthly meeting must take care of the entire library program. It may 
be decided to rotate the subject matter, or each specialist or consult- 
ant may be allotted time to discuss his particular responsibilities. All 
these decisions can be made only on the basis of intimate knowledge 
of the local librarians, their needs, and, most important of all, their 
desire. In “Side Glances,” a cartoon by Galbraith, the attitude of many 
librarians was summed up nicely. It showed a club meeting, with one 
woman whispering to another: “I’m not here to form any new opinions. 
I haven’t aired all my old ones yet!” 
Whatever the decisions, the first basic principle is that the staff 
should devote no time to items which can be just as effectively con- 
veyed by the printed word as by voice. It is true that not all the Iibrari- 
ans will read communications from headquarters. Not all branch 
librarians in the large metropolitan systems read their mail either. 
However, the moment the consultant staff begins to plan meetings for 
the worst of the librarians instead of the best, a serious mistake has 
been made. A teacher of adults discovers this rapidly. The enthusiasm 
of intelligent, interested members can arouse the interest of the more 
passive librarians, but appealing to the least of the group will only 
result in dragging down or driving away, the active librarians. 
One newsletter type communication per month should take care of 
the details for the staff. I t  is preferable to have a single, known form 
of communication rather than a deluge of materials which will soon 
become so overwhelming that the librarians will tend to throw them 
away or file them unread. 
Each meeting must be an educational occasion for its participants, 
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and this means for the consultants as well as the librarians. The ability 
to listen to opinions, to observe who goes to lunch with whom, or who 
sit together, will pay off in human relations. Such observations may 
well save the consultant from many an embarrassing moment, and he 
should be sensitive to them. 
If the meetings are balanced to include discussion of practical prob- 
lems as well as book selection, the basic principles must be stated and 
restated during the discussions. Even the most highly educated, intelli- 
gent people can turn a meeting into “show and tell time” if the con- 
sultant is not on his toes to bring out the general principle behind the 
individual’s story of “how it is in my library.” The consultant is con- 
stantly striving to help the librarians see their problems as general 
problems of the library world and not individual harassments. 
A final suggestion for the conduct of meetings is that the book se- 
lection list should be kept as small as possible. Librarians should not 
be encouraged to buy the merely mediocre current titles when their 
collections lack the best of the established titles. For example, in the 
children’s field, it would not be cheating to list Johnny Tremaina on a 
buying list if a current title is being compared with it. Replacement 
buying in a consolidated system is highly organized, but in the co- 
operative system it can be extremely casual with great effectiveness. 
I t  is true that this approach does not offer the chance to rejuvenate the 
collection all in one sweep, but then, most of the libraries do not have 
the money to make this step anyway. 
There are two problems which offer the greatest opportunity to see 
the complexities and perplexities facing the consultant staff. The first 
concerns internal relationship, e.g., between the consultant staff and 
the local librarians. The second is external and concerns the consult- 
ant’s role in relationship to the patrons or communities of the member 
libraries. 
Librarian A has asked for the adult nonfiction collection to be 
weeded. The responsible consultant should give Librarian A the oppor- 
tunity to explain why he wants the collection weeded and what he 
thinks is wrong with it in its present state. Only after the consultant 
has listened long and carefully is he in a position to know whether 
this is the opportunity for which he has been looking. If the major 
reason given for wanting the collection weeded is because the board 
of trustees has suggested it, beware. The suggestion should be the li-
brarian’s, although it is essential that the board approve. No ordinary 
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library procedure has quite the built-in emotional problems of throw- 
ing away books. 
When the decision is made to weed Library A's collection, the next 
step is to recruit other librarians in the area to observe the demonstra- 
tion, for it is a demonstration, not a completed project. The least 
problem will be finding a time when the library is closed to the public 
-it is closed for many more hours than it is open if it is an average 
small library, The biggest problem is in convincing the board of trus- 
tees that it is going to have to begin paying the librarian for hours 
worked when the library is not actually open to the public. 
This is the perfect opportunity for the library director to educate 
the system's board of trustees in the intricacies of library work behind 
the scenes. A recommendation from the system board to all local boards 
that payment for work behind the scenes should be made will have more 
effect than if the suggestion comes from either an individual consultant 
or the staff in general. The machinery for producing this success is an 
example of how important it is for the consultant to keep the entire 
staff informed about his activities and their implications for the total 
system, There must be continual feed-back from the consultant to the 
staff and to the director. 
At the monthly meeting preceding the weeding date, the opportunity 
should be taken to set forth principles of weeding and to establish 
criteria that will be acceptable to most of the group. This is an excel- 
lent time to go into standards of authority, scope, and accuracy of 
nonfiction in general. Establishing the principles in the group situation 
helps to generalize the problem rather than to make it a specific prob- 
lem applicable only to the library about to be the scene of the dem- 
onstration. This also gives the librarians involved a chance to think 
about the problem in a depersonalized atmosphere. 
The only real danger is in setting the standards for weeding too 
high. The general characteristics of the collections can only be de- 
scribed by Hyman Kaplan comparisons: bad, worse, rotten. One is 
never able to weed these collections ruthlessly; many mediocre and 
poor books will remain after the job is over, particularly if they are 
in good physical condition. It is next to impossible to throw away a 
book that has all its pages and is still attached to its cover. It will be 
hard enough to throw away the dirty, torn books. And when the book 
is the only one owned by the library on a subject, regardless of its 
inaccuracies, outdatedness, or condition, the chances are it will stay. 
The consultant is always looking for an acceptable compromise be- 
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tween his professional standards and what the situation calls for prag- 
matically. He cannot afford to give up the former; he cannot ignore the 
latter. He walks a tightrope between despair and cynicism. 
While all of this is going on between the individual consultant and 
the librarians, the system director or the consultant should be arrang- 
ing for the loan of a collection of bright, new books to help fill the 
gaps, and to demonstrate that it is not the number of books but the 
quality of them that determines circulation, Whether these loans come 
from the state agency or the system headquarters is unimportant. The 
main point is to get new life into the collection. 
Simultaneously, work is being done with the host library’s board of 
trustees to insure that they fully understand what is going on and why. 
It is usually the library director’s role to educate the trustees since 
they all too often lack faith in their own librarian’s ability, sometimes 
quite rightly, but more often wrongly. The board must be made to 
see that it is its responsibility to provide money for replacement buying. 
When budgets are as inadequate as they are in most of the libraries, 
priorities must be established concerning the proportion of money to 
be spent on new, untried books, as opposed to those which are estab- 
lished titles. In some cases, the library director will arrange to meet 
with the local board at one of its meetings; he may go alone (in a 
small system, he may be the consultant doing the job), or he may take 
the consultant concerned with him. This, again, depends on the indi- 
vidual situation. 
How the system staff suggests that the local board allocate its money 
depends on how the system has previously determined the nature of 
its own collection. In the New York State system concept, there are two 
distinct collections, one compulsory, the other optional. Each system 
must develop a collection, usually housed in the designated central li-
brary, of 100,000 adult nonfiction volumes. Some of the systems have 
also developed their own collections for loan to the member libraries 
on a rotating basis; the development of such collections seems essential 
to this author. 
The only question is that of the nature of the collections. Here again, 
the staff is faced with a decision with which it must be willing to live. 
If it decides to buy the ephemeral material for lending to the libraries, 
thus purchasing large quantities of mysteries, westerns, best sellers, 
and nonfiction of passing interest, it must conscientiously work toward 
making sure the local libraries are spending their money on the more 
solid materials. On the other hand, the Pioneer System in New York 
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lends to its member libraries those materials too expensive to be a 
normal part of the buying pattern of the small libraries. It has reported 
great enthusiasm for its practice of lending collections of expensive art 
books. 
Now, having simplified the problems of weeding collections, let us 
look at the problem of external communication and relationships. 
Again, we begin with the local librarian asking a particular consult- 
ant to talk to the local P.T.A. or the Kiwanis. Here again, the temptation 
is simply to say “Yes,” and to do the job. With one major exception, a 
consultant who accepts an invitation to perform at the local level is 
making a serious mistake. That one exception concerns talking about 
the system, what it is, how it operates, and what it hopes to achieve. 
One of the goals of the system staff is to improve local support for 
libraries and to increase respect among the townspeople for the local 
librarian. A talented, skillful consultant who goes out and gives a pol- 
ished speech may go home with a warm glow, but he has undercut 
the struggling local librarian who, while originally enthusiastic about 
the presence of the consultant, leaves with an increased inferiority com- 
plex. He says to himself: “I could never do that,” and he probably could 
not. But he can be taught (though again there are exceptions) to be 
a reasonably competent speaker at a group meeting. If the librarian 
is really a hopeless case as a potential public speaker, a member of the 
board of trustees may be the logical person to be selected, Or, a mem- 
ber of the local “Friends of the Library” may be the right person. It 
is the consultant’s job to find the right local person, offer help and 
advice, and see to it that the local person gets the opportunity to de- 
velop as a speaker. 
It is safe to say that the more a consultant is known to the general 
public, the less well he is doing his job. Special workshops can and 
should be held to provide the necessary pointers for the local librarians 
on public speaking. There is no real magic to it; the principles can be 
taught, and almost everyone can learn how if he is truly enthusiastic 
about library work. 
By this discussion of just two aspects of the consultant’s role, it can 
be seen that no action is isolated, and decisions made on one level 
influence, for better or worse, decisions made on all levels. Ideally, the 
system decisions, since they are approved by a board of trustees repre- 
senting the member libraries, should not conflict with local decisions. 
One says “ideally,” because librarians and boards tend to retain their 
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former habits regardless of how new circumstances dictate changes 
should be made. 
To improve library service at the local level is not an impossible job, 
but it is not, and cannot be, an easy one. The consultant staff must have 
a clear-cut idea of its goals and a general agreement as to the methods 
which will best achieve them. Methods will differ from system to sys- 
tem. However, they will always incorporate the basic premises. Com- 
munication is essential; the more, the better, The consultant should 
avoid falling into the trap of doing the job himself, remembering al- 
ways that he is a teacher. He must be a good listener, with the patience 
of Job. He must know when compromise is the better part of valor. 
Tacked to the wall of every consultant’s office should be the AA’s 
serenity prayer: “God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I can-
not change, courage to change the things I can, and wisdom to know 
the difference.” 
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The Special Requirements of the Larger Unit 
In Personnel Administration 
J O S E P H I N E  P A R D E E  
LARGEUNITLIBRARY SYSTEMS are as structurally 
various as botanical subspecies. Put three regional librarians on a panel 
and before they can approach the subject under discussion, each will 
preface his remarks with “In our system, we . . . .” 
If any common denominator exists between federated libraries, coun- 
ty libraries, city-county combinations, multi-county or true district unit 
libraries, it is the difficulty of administering a staff fragmentized by 
distance, wide variations in educational background, split loyalties, 
and vastly differing responsibilities. A regional librarian counts it rou-
tine to drive several hours to an outlying community to settle a staff 
problem, which has been complicated by the jealously guarded pre- 
rogatives of the local library board and the blithe defiance of the local 
municipal authorities. The administrator of a regional library lives with 
the realization that the excellence or inadequacies of staff will make 
or break the service, and the equally blunt truth that personnel prob- 
lems will be the cause of most broken contracts between units of a 
system. 
The personnel problem and practices at the central agency are, on 
the surface, very much the same as those of any public library, es- 
pecially if headquarters serves as a direct circulation point. Gretchen 
Schenk divided this staff into “. . . those who stay at home, and . . . 
those who trave1,”and wisely added that the behind-the-scenes per- 
sonnel are more important than it would seem.l Catalogers, reference 
librarians, and administrative staff must learn to catalog every book, 
scan every request, and word every communication with little Mrs. 
Smith of the Beaver Forks Station in mind. If not, they can unwittingly 
negate the efforts of the extension workers. Pity the branch visitor 
The author is Director, North Central Regional Library, Wenatchee, Washington. 
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who must explain to Mrs. Smith (often haltingly) why they did it this 
way at headquarters. 
The best remedy for a parochial point of view is firmly to pry the 
non-traveling staff away from their desks as often as time will permit 
and let them see for themselves how the other half lives. If nothing 
else, it will make them realize that four hours at the wheel of a library 
vehicle on a blistering August day is far from a picnic, The best time 
to schedule such field trips is at the beginning of an employee’s tour 
of duty. A grand circle tour to see indicative library outlets in the 
North Central Regional Library in the state of Washington takes two 
full days, with an overnight stay 200 miles from headquarters. The 
mountain passes consume no more time than heavy traffic in a sub- 
urban regional system. Schenk aims her dart accurately, when she says: 
“Field visits are expensive and time consuming, certainly, but much 
better spend one or two hundred man-hours a year building intelligent 
service through visits of nontraveling members of the staff than con- 
tend with apathy and ignorance.”2 
Field trips may be more difficult to schedule for the long-time staff 
member who often brings to an expanded library unit a viewpoint 
limited by “my town” or “my county.” A calculated arrangement of 
asking such an employee to help out in an emergency, on the book- 
mobile or by making a field trip, may be resisted less than the more 
obvious planned assignment. Unplumbed talents come to light, often 
among the clerical staff. A book mender sometimes can make friends 
with a shy local librarian who has remained hostile to every approach 
of the regular field staff. “High grade clerical workers, like good shop 
foremen, are frequently excellent teachers and should be used for t h i s  
purpose.”3 
Regional public libraries rely more heavily on their professional staff 
members than do other types of libraries. Most systems face the un- 
deniable truth that they have not begun to achieve the ideal two to 
one ratio of clerical to professional staff. Many small local outlets will 
always be staffed with untrained local help; the hinterland regional 
systems cannot compete with the bright lights of large municipal sys- 
tems; many library schools neither train for nor emphasize extension 
opportunities; and always there is the lack of funds. 
Only the larger municipal libraries in Washington approach the 
ideal proportion of professional librarians on their staffs. County and 
regional libraries in Washington reported five non-professionals to 
every professional in 1963.4Other states report even lower ratios. The 
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North Central Regional Library system in Washington serves 123,000 
people in a five-county, 15,000 square-mile area with only six fully 
qualified librarians. 
It is precisely for this reason that the relatively few professionals 
must be exceptional ones. Large unit libraries stretch their trained staff 
as thin as strudel dough, and there can be no compromise with excel- 
lence. The professionals must be able to deal with every situation from 
the basis of the individuals concerned, to throw away the rule book 
to achieve the game, and to share and to translate their own profes- 
sional ideals in working with staff members of little or no background 
in library work. 
In recruiting for new professional staff members, the regional library 
system looks for the same characteristics needed in every library, but 
instead of “would like,” the insistance is “must have.” Every adminis- 
trator hopes to attract a candidate with “. . . intelligence, dependabil- 
ity, tact, stability, efficiency, patience, pleasant disposition, and imagi- 
nation.”6 Few would argue when Schenk pinpoints such staff require- 
ments as, “. . . the most adaptable personnel, not easily flustered, 
worried, discouraged or frightened, . . . [possessing] strong constitu- 
tions . . . undaunted by bad weather , , . [having] a merry heart and 
a good mind, an even disposition and a buoyancy of spirit . . . .”6 Find-
ing such candidates is certainly not easy, and more than one regional 
library is taking the long road of hiring a local college graduate, inter- 
esting that person in the profession, creating an internee position and 
proudly welcoming a full professional after five long years of library 
school summer sessions. 
State after state has set up a formal intern or trainee program and 
has urged its incorporation into local library programs. The recently 
approved Librarian Trainee Program adopted by the Recruitment 
Committee of the Washington Library Association presupposes evi- 
dence of library school eligibility in each candidate and expects each 
trainee to complete a combined work-study schedule not to exceed 
five years.? Scholarships established with Library Service Act funds 
required that the recipient return to an extension position. This device 
has met with varying success; while some states report that regional 
library staffs have been thus upgraded, others have admitted that the 
prerequisites have no enforcement teeth. 
If regional libraries are to compete for the limited crop of profes- 
sional librarians, they must upgrade salaries to meet or to surpass those 
offered in large municipalities. A quick check of positions advertised 
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in a recent library publication shows that the word “challenging” is 
used nine times; “expanding,” seven; “growing” and “dynamic,” five; 
and the local climate and scenery are endorsed twelve times! When 
salaries are stated, one wonders if the library trustees actually expect 
“excellent fringe benefits” to make up for a barely living wage. If 
regional libraries require top flight professionals, obviously they must 
pay for them. 
We are often advised to find other solutions, and most regional li-
brarians would translate this reluctantly into ‘l ire the untrained and 
train them.” This inevitable alternative encompasses not only the part- 
time branch and station personnel, but often extends to the full-time 
members of the bookmobile staffs, the children’s department, the cir- 
culation desk and the extension department. Carl Hamilton faces the 
problem squarely, when he speaks of one-fifth of his staff. ‘ I .  , . 1’11 
never get them into library school at the graduate level. Most of them 
are only junior college graduates, But they perform well, and with an 
intensive three months’ course they could be capable librarians in their 
o w n  library, . . , which is where they want to stay.”8 No estimate 
is possible of the amount of time spent in training these full-time staff 
members on a local level, Fortunate indeed is the library system lo- 
cated near a library school, or having junior college Iibrary technology 
courses offered within easy driving distance. Patricia Gebhard, in de- 
scribing a four-semester program offered at Santa Barbara City College, 
says mildly: “Courses like the ones offered in Santa Barbara might well 
be advantageous in other communities where there are no library 
schools. . . ,”9 The same issue of Library Journal describes other means 
of upgrading staff quality via library aide and library intern pro- 
grams.1° 
These are fine solutions for full-time, college-graduate staff mem- 
bers who could conceivably be future candidates for library school 
degrees. The problem of training the local housewife who staffs the 
community outlet for twelve hours a week, with only a high school 
education, is a far different matter. Most regional libraries are com- 
pletely dependent on their own training resources and recognize the 
task as one compounded by distance, time, and raw material. 
A few states provide workshops for untrained library assistants. 
Michigan has yearly week-long sessions designed to qualify local li- 
brarians for the legally-stipulated Certificate of Library Experience. 
In order to qualify for state-aid grants, persons serving libraries of less 
than 3,000 population must qualify for this certificate by being high 
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school graduates and completing two workshops within three years of 
appointment. Local librarians serving populations between 3,000 and 
5,000 must hold the certificate and have completed two years of col-
lege. The inclusive manual used at the Michigan workshops includes 
sections on selecting materials for a library, organization of library 
materials, the use of the library collection, and library management. 
Prepared by the Consultant Division, it is designed both as a basic 
workshop text and a local reference tool.ll 
The regional library trains when it hires, trains when it orients, trains 
during every communication, trains during every staff workshop and 
every branch visit, and counts the job never done. To add to the diffi- 
culty, large unit libraries are politically complicated, and local librari- 
ans of the smallest unit must have a realization of the fundamentals of 
taxation, budgeting, library laws, and financial accounting. These part- 
time staff members are the bone and sinew of the large unit system and 
upon their performance rests the success of continued cooperation. 
Branch or station personnel are usually hired in cooperation with a 
local group of citizens. Municipal regulations may identify this group 
as the city council, the library board, the local “friends” or, in some 
small communities, the local sponsoring agency such as the women’s 
club. The North Central Regional Library insists on the continuation 
of a local library advisory group, duly appointed by the local authori- 
ties, wherever community library branches are maintained. They are 
designated as local library boards. 
One of the most valuable services such a group can provide is to 
give advice to the regional library administration concerning staffing 
of the local library outlet. Schenk reports: 
When a change in branch personnel is imminent, the citizens’ group 
can be of help to the county librarian in filling the vacancy. After 
the librarian has conducted an examination to fill the vacancy, the 
results are made available to the committee, and the appointment is 
made by the board or committee, or with its advice by the county li- 
brary governing body. In every case there should be a feeling of joint 
decisions and an awareness of community participation.12 
In the case of a large regional library, there is no substitute for the 
knowledge and understanding of the intricate web of local influence 
and reaction, and it is the local people who possess this perception, 
North Central Regional Library recognizes this by inserting the fol- 
lowing statement into the service contract between the regional library 
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and any local unit of government: “The Board [of the regional library] 
agrees to consult with the City (Town) or its designated agent before 
the hiring or dismissal of the local librarian. The person or persons so 
employed will be responsible to the Board, and all . . , regulations and 
policies [will be] established by the Board.”13 
The usual practice is to advertise locally, and then have the local 
library board review the applicants and recommend the best candi- 
dates to the regional librarian for further testing or interviewing. It 
is axiomatic that the best educated, the best qualified person will be 
hired. Insistence on some college training is not always possible, nor 
does it necessarily produce the best candidate, although it is one fac- 
tor to be considered. A written application is a must, and if a written 
test can be devised which will point up strengths and weaknesses, so 
muGh the better. Experience however confirms the blunt statement of 
Joseph Wheeler and Herbert Goldhor, “To date no satisfactory written 
or work tests have been developed by those who have attempted 
them, . . ,”I4 
In essence, we look for Lawrence Clark Powell’s “true librarian.” 
He says: 
If the desire to serve and to learn is in a person who works in a li- 
brary, that person is truly a librarian, no matter what his formal quali- 
fications or what he is classified. The desire to serve others is perhaps 
the most important of all the elements that make up a good librarian. 
The desire to learn can be instilled in a person. Knowledge can be ac- 
quired. Curiosity and courage can be strengthened by example. The 
desire to serve is inborn.l5 
All during this selection process, one must try to remember that this 
is the person who will face the reluctant city councilman, who will 
hand a child his first library card, and who will be performing the task 
of bringing people and books together, 
In the North Central Regional Library system, each new employee 
is provided with the Library Policy Statement, the Personnel Code, the 
Manual of Library Procedures, a copy of the Classification and Pay 
Scale, and the State Library Laws. Each of the locally produced docu- 
ments must be a live, pertinent, simply written but complete state- 
ment. The time and effort that goes into making them so are repaid 
many times over in solving policy problems when and where they 
occur. Copies of each of these publications also should be available to 
local officials, board members, and officers of friends of the library 
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groups. They should, of course, be reviewed periodically by the govern- 
ing board of the library. Unity is encouraged by these written policies, 
especially in the field of personnel administration. Every staff member 
is thus encouraged by knowing that the same rights, privileges, and 
rules extend to all levels of employment. This is especially true of the 
part-time branch and station employee. 
When distance and funds permit, each outlet employee and each 
bookmobile assistant should have an orientation period at regional 
headquarters. Probably the individual will absorb only a fraction of the 
information heaped upon him during such a tour, but he will gain a 
sense of the relationship of departments, an overall realization of the 
library in the community, and an idea of the role of the headquarters 
unit. Such initial orientation should be followed by as many subsequent 
visits to the central agency as can be managed. Every employee, even 
those from the smallest station, should feel welcome at any formal or 
informal meeting at the central agency. It is stifling to morale if any 
feeling of difference is allowed to develop between headquarters, 
branch, and bookmobile personnel. 
The initial appointment of any person, whether part- or full-time, 
should be provisional and should not be made permanent in less than 
six months. Wheeler and Goldhor point out: 
A probationary period plays an integral part in the selection process, 
if it is properly used, No matter how much attention is given to the 
prior steps in the selection process, they supply only presumptive evi- 
dence as to the candidate’s job performance. His actual work perform- 
ance during the probationary period is the acid test. . . .I6 
Serious thought might be given to extending this probationary period 
to one year in the case of those employees staffing one-person branches 
and stations. These people have no close supervision and only infre- 
quent associations with headquarters personnel; the first six months 
of employment may hit a comparatively inactive period of library use. 
Even the smallest library system should insist on a careful, written 
performance evaluation made at least yearly on every staff member 
by his immediate supervisor. There are many excellent forms available 
for this purpose which can be adapted easily to a local situation. Some 
libraries use separate forms for clerical, professional, and sub-profes- 
sional staff; but more regional libraries find that use of identical rating 
forms for all staff members is another morale strengthener. Care must 
be exercised lest these ratings turn into the good old Navy “fitness re- 
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ports,” where everyone who had two hands, two feet, and only one 
head was rated excellent. Conversely, a thoughtfully prepared per- 
formance analysis can and should be a tool for employee growth. It 
is imperative that every report be discussed personally with individ- 
uals rated and reviewed by the next higher in command, usually the 
director. 
Most large unit libraries feel that a yearly staff workshop is funda-
mental to smooth operation and use this device to boost morale, pro- 
vide in-service training, and jar everyone out of the workaday rut. As 
a unifying factor alone, they are worth all the time and funds ex-
pended. The farthest flung station librarian will go back to her library 
with a new lilt in her voice when she discovers that everyone else has 
problems with overdue books and raucous students, that her display 
of local art was singled out for comment, or that the reason why her 
recent requests for books on a certain subject were slow in being filled 
was that every student in five counties seemed to have chosen the 
same topic. 
Geographic size may make workshops expensive when the bill is 
added up and includes transportation, hotel rooms, meals, payment of 
substitutes, and hourly wages while in conference attendance. The 
North Central Regional Library pulls together its staff only yearly, and 
the total cost runs around $800, notwithstanding shared rides, pot luck 
meals, and reimbursements for only one member of the local trustees 
groups. Even so, such system conferences accomplish results which 
are both gratifying and surprising. They are an opportunity for honor- 
ing local and county elected officials and are always good for publicity 
and promotion. After one of our recent conferences, a newly-appointed 
regional trustee offered her thanks with her farewell-“For the first 
time, I feel as if trusteeship is exciting and challenging, not just being 
concerned with library budgets and library statistics.” 
Another time-tested tool for staff unity is the system house organ or 
newsletter. These little dittoed or mimeographed efforts run the gamut 
from scholarly treatises to gossip sheets. One thing is certain, if they 
are not interesting, they will float unread into the wastebasket. They 
should be as newsworthy as the combined talents of the whole staff 
can make them. The North Central Regional Library system’s monthly 
“Columbia Currents” ranges from a pr6cis of the minutes of the 
meetings of the Regional Trustees to details of branch library hap- 
penings, and inserts operational directives between lively department 
reports, and library philosophy between decidedly amateur cartoons. 
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It is directed mainly to the branch and station personnel, and the 
local kustees. Newsletters should be a combined effort of many, and 
not written by just one person. It is frequently advantageous to turn 
the editorship over to a non-professional who can spot jargon instinc- 
tively and translate the message into terms clear and meaningful to 
other non-professionals. 
Few multi-unit libraries start existence as a newly organized service. 
In nearly every case, operating units agree to cooperate or are absorbed 
into a new working entity. Probably the greatest apprehension of any 
independent library unit considering affiliation with the larger unit 
concerns staff. Virginia Young clearly recognizes this when she advises 
board members, in The Trustee of a Small Public Library: “Personal 
adjustments must be made, as in every working relati~nship.”~‘ Such 
adjustments, however, are seldom welcomed with enthusiasm. Each 
change, each new ruling, each shift in routine must be explained and 
introduced on an individual basis. Library A has an elderly librarian 
now receiving Social Security payments. Can she continue to work? 
Library B allows high school students to staff the evening hours of 
the branch. Is this acceptable? Library C has always paid the librari- 
an’s expenses to the state association conference. Will the regional 
library continue this? Library D allows the librarian to serve as city 
clerk simultaneously with handling her library duties. Will regional 
policies permit this? 
The wisest and at the same time the most difficult course is to make 
hard and fast rules and to stick to them. Regional library trustees, 
eager to promote contracts with these units, may expect the director 
to make exceptions to keep each locality happy. The victory is usually 
short-lived. Each early deviation complicates future patterns and, sur- 
prisingly enough, resistance to changed personnel policies is seldom 
the major cause for a community’s refusal to affiliate. On the other 
hand, no regional library system would cut its own throat by a whole- 
sale eviction of inherited staff members. In most cases, these legacies 
must be lived with, rather than to risk the wrath of aroused local citi- 
zenry to whom the lady in question is a friend, neighbor, and weekly 
pinochle partner. The best protection of the regional library is its pub- 
lished personnel code and policy statement. It means that when the 
inherited librarian reaches retirement age, she must be replaced. It 
means that every employee gets the same vacation and the same sick 
leave allowance, earns at the set rate of pay for the same position, 
and usually for the first time knows her status. 
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Typically the least effective local librarian resents the regional library 
surveillance the most; the best person welcomes the extra help and 
the moral support that comes from belonging to the system. The nor- 
mal spurt in library use which accompanies enlarged book collections 
and services may dismay the sub-standard librarian to the point of 
offering her resignation. So much the better; a newly-hired staff mem- 
ber will bring fresh talents to the position, and no more will the branch 
visitor hear “We never have done it this way.” All but the most reluctant 
member libraries appreciate the extended services and professional 
guidance described by Hannis Smith in his Cooperative Approach to 
Library Seruice.ls They are rid of cataloging and processing; the 
bills are paid elsewhere; and somebody else will handle the tough refer- 
ence questions. Our best “legacy librarian” put it simply but profound- 
ly: “I no longer feel alone.” 
Next to superior extension staff, a regional library needs a well- 
trained personnel officer. Hers (usually) is a much more exacting job 
than making quarterly Social Security reports and ticking off the time 
sheets. She, too, must be flexible, sympathetic, and have nerves of steel, 
for personnel eruptions tend to come in clustered multiples. Her eyes 
must be eagle sharp; an unfamiliar handwriting on a branch time sheet 
may mean that the local librarian has gone salmon fishing and left 
the library in the jurisdiction of her 14-year-old daughter. Her greeting 
to a new staff member, her notes concerning overtime or a delayed 
check must be warm and personal. There will be many times when 
she is “the library” responding to a frantic call for help from the other 
end of the area, and her answers must be sure. In smaller systems, this 
person will also assume the responsibilities of secretary or adminis- 
trative assistant. 
The selection, training, management, and preservation of staff take 
cautious vigilance. The administration of a regional system pilots a 
multiple unit with two sure facts as a guide; the branch or station or 
bookmobile that is ignored will be the next one in trouble, and that 
trouble will be, nine times out of ten, a staff problem no matter what 
it may appear on the surface. Out of the complexity, and sometimes 
chaos, an esprit de corps can be created when each personnel situation 
is met with flexibility, patience, and humor. 
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Planning New Service Outlets 
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THE T U M U L T  A N D  THE SHOUTING have faded 
away, and the reality of the regional library system as a legal entity 
now exists but is yet to be resolved from dissonance to consonance, 
from disparity to unity and into a smoothly functioning whole. For 
those librarians who walk away from “system libraries,” the task ahead 
may appear formidable, but it is not so; for the very existence of the 
system, even though it may as yet be only in a skeleton form, implies 
that somewhere along the line many people are involved,-governmen- 
tal officials, library trustees, librarians, and citizens. All these people had 
confidence in the idea of a regional library system, and it is on these 
confident ones we must rely and with them we must first begin to work. 
The librarian or the administrator of the system of libraries needs 
to be enthusiastic about the task ahead and to believe in the work- 
ability of the principle of libraries joining together and pooling re- 
sources, money, staff, and books for better service. But at the same 
time it is well to know the limitations of the regional system, and to 
bear in mind that the difficulties usually are those inherent in any ex- 
tension service, the one most evident being that of distance from the 
headquarters. This is as true of rural mail service as of library service. 
Any other faults or difficulties will be those found in any library serv- 
ice, such as limitations of time and money, the conflict of personalities 
within a large system, and ever-present human frailty. 
It is important at the very beginning not to rush into services un- 
prepared. There will be pressure from those who, having read the glow- 
ing accounts of the establishment of a regional library, expect that serv- 
ices will immediately spring forth full-blown. 
It is advisable first of all to review carefully the whole situation and 
to make a broad general survey and plan for the contemplated services. 
This is elementary, but many librarians have forgotten this fundamen- 
The author is Regional Librarian, Yakima Valley Regional Library, Yakima, Wash. 
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tal and have made the job unnecessarily difficult. The strengths and 
weaknesses of no two systems are alike in this respect; capitalize on 
the strengths and plan to turn the weaknesses to advantages or at 
least to make the weakest link in the system as strong as possible so 
that it will not nullify everything else. 
In preparing the new services for a regional library, the total re- 
sources of the system must be evaluated and taken into consideration, 
viz., finances available, total book stock and other materials, and total 
staff and their individual skills and potentials. Has the headquarters 
been designated? If not, where is the most central place for it? How 
many outlets for service already exist, and are their locations plotted 
on a map so that coverage is easily seen? Will it be necessary to desig- 
nate one or more of these as sub-regional headquarters? If the area 
to be served is very large, the need for sub-regional headquarters will 
become obvious immediately so that service may be given at the same 
level throughout the entire area to be served. Are there any legal mat- 
ters to be completed, such as contracts to be made and signed before 
all units of the system can function? Are there library trustees to be 
appointed, and have the officials responsible been made aware of their 
obligation in this regard? 
While this broad plan of service is being made, taking into account 
the entire geographical area to be served, it will undoubtedly become 
evident that there is need for more than one kind of service outlet. 
There may be some fortunate regional libraries where either all branch 
or all bookmobile service will be adequate, and, of course, this would 
simplify the planning immeasurably. But most regional libraries, es- 
pecially multi-county ones, will be faced with the planning for both 
branch and bookmobile service, and even small stations (better called 
community libraries). 
While considering the outlets which will be receiving services from 
a headquarters or sub-headquarters building, it is well at the same time 
also to look at the headquarters building itself and its adequacy for 
handling both bookmobile and branch service, and possibly direct serv- 
ice to the people in that community. In some ways this direct service 
complicates the whole problem, but on the other hand it offers the 
definite advantage of providing a resident staff who may be used as 
specialist consultants over the entire region. Some changes may be 
necessary in the headquarters building, some rearrangements of the 
book collection, and possibly quarters added for housing bookmobiles 
or other vehicles for delivery of books to outlying community libraries 
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or branches, e.g., either a station wagon or a delivery van, if the system 
is large enough to warrant this. 
How is the decision made as to which type of service is to be given 
where? If the regional library is the direct result of a demonstration, 
the best kinds of services will have already been determined. The dem- 
onstration will also have shown where changes are needed, especially 
where the response was not as good as had been expected; these areas 
should receive close scrutiny and some study done of the reasons re- 
sponse was poor. Perhaps it was lack of interest or even downright 
blocking of the demonstration by government officials. This can be a 
tough thing to handle, and will call for great diplomacy. If there are in- 
fluential people (this is usually translated into voters) who are in favor 
of the library services, the librarian must work with and through them 
to get at the officials to secure their approval. It is most difficult to ad- 
minister a regional library system if the government officials are not 
willing to lend their support, not only their moral support but also their 
financial commitment. Often the trouble is a misunderstanding and 
can be quickly solved, but this cannot be counted upon as an easy 
way out. 
Unless the regional library system was created by a fiat superim- 
posed by some higher governmental authority, there has been a period 
of preparation and testing involving many people. It is important to 
listen to these people, not only the person in the little library way off 
in the farthest corner and the head of the big, strong library, but also 
to the citizens who are to receive the service. There is nothing better 
than a satisfied clientele and there is scarcely anything worse than a 
dissatisfied clientele, and it is the librarian’s duty to discover what 
dissatisfactions there are, if they do exist. This does not mean that li- 
brary standards are to be ignored, for the very success of the regional 
system will depend on service predicated on modern standards, even 
though the goals may not all be reached at once. For instance, in se- 
lecting books for children, it sometimes takes a lot of convincing that 
the modern children’s books are better than some of those enjoyed by 
adults when they were young. But, indeed, the very essence of the kind 
of library service to be given by this new system is that it will be an 
upgraded service, approximating library standards as nearly as pos- 
sible, and that it will be more readily available to more people. 
In regard to the question of branches, determine how many com- 
munities there are in the region which already have libraries, both 
in large and small cities or towns, with library buildings or in rented 
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quarters, in stores or supermarkets, or at the crossroads gas station. 
Which of these are weak, and why? Is it because the librarian does not 
know how to get the most out of the book collection and needs train- 
ing, or is it that the collection itself is poor, needs weeding and revital- 
ization with new and more interesting books? Would the addition of 
a phonograph record collection or regular deliveries of films bring 
people into the library? Is the branch library located among people of 
foreign extraction, where books in their own language would attract 
them? How about planning discussion groups for both adults and 
young people? Would it be advisable to have story hours given by a 
professional children’s librarian sent out on a regular schedule from 
headquarters? Have the people in the community had a chance to talk 
with the library staff about what they expect and want from their 
local library? 
The density of population differs greatly within the area to be served 
and often varies from fairly large cities or towns with suburbs to 
sparsely populated farming areas. In planning services to these dis- 
parate kinds of communities, the goal should be to give the same 
quality of service throughout, although the type of service outlet which 
is best for any given area will vary. 
Bertha Cain in a 1950 article, entitled, “Will It Be a Branch or a 
Bookmobile?” listed four basic considerations,l and these are just as 
valid today as when they were written. They are size of community or 
area, available financial support, personnel, and book stock. She elabo- 
rates on these four points as factors in establishing branch service, in 
determining which communities should have branches, and in decid- 
ing on the size of the staff and book collection. “A branch is not a 
service station of a main library-it is a library in its own right and 
has a definite responsibility to its community , . . every move should 
be geared to carry out this major objective, whether it be through an 
established branch, sub station, or bookmobile service.”2 
Chapter twenty-four in Practical Administration of Public Libraries, 
by Joseph Wheeler and Herbert Goldhor, is a good source for the li- 
brarian developing plans for both branch and bookmobile services.8 
They say: 
Two main theories of branch library function have competed with 
each other. One envisages a branch library as a smaller-scale public 
library, offering reference and other special services as does the central 
library. The other assumes that branch libraries should be mainly 
agencies for the circulation of popular books at the neighborhood level. 
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Both theories are valid, since they apply to different types of agencies; 
but there should be far fewer of the small, weak distributing branches, 
and many more of the large, stronger branches which can give infor- 
mation service to adults and young peoplea4 
Small, weak distributive types of branches subvert the entire phi- 
losophy of regional library service which is based on the premise that 
by pooling all resources in one central administration the consequent 
services may be extended over a wider area at a substantially higher 
level of service than is possible to the component parts individually. 
Has there been a careful background of mutual understanding and 
agreement created between the larger agencies so that they are ready 
to loan books and materials back and forth, particularly to the smaller 
libraries, to the end that together all the branches and the bookmobile 
service may provide better service than can each one alone? This un- 
derstanding is vital to establish from the beginning and to demonstrate 
that it really works. These are some of the parts of a long yardstick 
that should be applied in evaluating the branch system. 
If all the personnel of the system grasp the fact that the important 
thing is to get the patron what he wants, then much difficulty and hard 
feelings will be avoided. The library patron does not care which cor- 
porate entity owns the book he wants to read, just so he gets it and 
promptly. As a matter of fact, borrowing books from another library, 
especially a library of some repute, impresses the reader, and this status 
symbol can be turned to the library’s advantage in the community. Pa- 
trons should always be able to return books to any service outlet, no 
matter where originally borrowed. This requires a method to handle 
returns, but it is not difficult to do either by branch deliveries, book- 
mobile, or mail. 
If none of the above solves the problem of a weak branch or com- 
munity library, then bookmobile service must be considered either as 
a replacement for the agency or as a supplement to service in the area 
if the population is scattered. Generally speaking, a policy should be 
established on how close to a branch or a community library book- 
mobile service will be given, e.g., within a radius of two miles, five 
miles, or ten miles. The two types of service can supplement each 
other but should not directly detract from each other. This is especially 
true in a system where bookmobile service is new and the stops are 
in the general area of long-established branches. Very often the book- 
mobile is resented by the branch librarian, aand here is the place for 
complete understanding and mutual agreement before the bookmobile 
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service is inaugurated. This has been pointed out by Irwin 0. Sexton 
who says: “Determining the area served by a given stop can easily 
cause confusion, for today ardent library users will not hesitate to drive 
their automobiles a considerable distance to secure books from two or 
three different locations.”5 
Assume that it has now been determined which branches and com- 
munity libraries are to be retained; the next step is to determine wheth- 
er others should be added and where they should be located. This will 
require scouting the area in question to see if there are communities 
large enough to warrant the establishment of either a branch or a com- 
munity library and if there is sufficient interest among the people who 
will benefit from such added service. If affirmative answers are found 
then the proper authorities must be approached, e.g., city councils or, 
in the case of unincorporated towns, local sponsorship organizations, 
and a building, store, or other location must be found for the book 
collection. A thorough knowledge of the community or area to be 
served is essential to determine where extensions of the service should 
be located. This whole process is time consuming but pays off in the 
end in economy of operation and in satisfied users. There is no profit 
to anyone if a service is imposed arbitrarily from the top without regard 
for its need or acceptance. 
I t  is here that the local people who are interested in books and read- 
ing and in the regional system are of great help to the librarian. It only 
takes one or two interested people in a community to spearhead the 
movement for a branch or community library, and their enthusiasm 
will be of the greatest assistance to the librarian. In addition, they 
know the community and know what support can be given to the es- 
tablishment of a library. It is wise to use the local librarian’s knowl- 
edge of his community in making decisions for expanding service in 
an area. This has the added virtue that the librarian feels he is making 
a contribution to the whole system as well as advancing library services 
in his own community. 
In some parts of any regional system, bookmobile service will be 
the best answer. Plans will be needed for making entirely new routes 
or inserting new stops in the old schedule so that there is complete 
coverage. Here, again, the scouting that has been done will be helpful 
in determining just where the most interested families live. Scouting 
for bookmobile service actually means door-to-door visits with a well- 
prepared, concise statement that will identify the library’s staff mem- 
ber, his purpose, what bookmobile service is, and what advantages it 
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will bring to the resident and his family. There should be a policy 
adopted as to the minimum number of families which it is thought 
economic to serve. For example, should there be a minimum of five 
families before starting bookmobile service in a new area, or are the 
farms so far apart throughout the entire rural area of the regional 
system that it will have to be almost a door-to-door type of service? 
Obviously, the cost factor is important, but on the other hand the 
eventual goal is complete coverage with good library service. In cities, 
bookmobile service can be the precursor to branches when there are 
not enough funds to set up a branch system. 
In the state of Washington, as an example, the Mid-Columbia Re- 
gional Library gives service by bookmobile in the dry wheat area of 
the state where the ranches are enormous in size, and there is no 
other way to serve these people except by stops at each individual 
ranch, The bookmobile has a loud speaker which will carry aImost a 
mile; and as it approaches a ranch, the approximate time of arrival at 
the ranch gate is given, and people drive to the gate to receive service 
from the bookmobile. In other areas of the country, service is given 
by boat to remote areas. The warmth of welcome and the gratitude of 
people living in such places is rewarding. There is, however, always 
the element of cost, and this should be weighed carefully by the li- 
brarian. 
Perhaps it might be more economical to give service by mail, with 
the likes and tastes in reading of whole families listed in a separate 
folder, and with books mailed to them, say once a month. This has 
proven satisfactory in many areas, and a warm personal relationship 
is established between the families and the library. In the Yakima Valley 
Regional Library, whole families of children have gone from the first 
grade through high school with their homework supplemented by 
reference service by mail from the regional library, in addition to 
everyday reading for the whole family. 
On planning bookmobile service, Gretchen Schenk comments : 
A detailed knowledge of the county and its population centers is re-
quired in preparing for bookmobile service. Good county maps are the 
first requisite. Those available from the county surveyor’s office, rural 
mail carriers, county planning commissions or agricultural extension 
service, showing the location of each house, church, and school, are 
best. 
Much time will be saved if, before beginning to lay out proposed 
routes, the administrator will consult other county employees who 
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have already broken trail in similar direct-service ventures. The county 
school superintendent’s staff, home demonstration agents and other 
rural organizers and workers will know convenient meeting places and 
possible suitable stops, but county nurses know the back roads best of 
all! These county workers will often be pleased to introduce the . . . 
librarian where necessary and can frequently advise regarding prob- 
lems in community relations and physical hazards such as unsafe 
bridges or dangerous roads.6 
This applies to regional library service geared to several counties 
as well as to one-county service. The variety of terrain, distances, the 
kind of bookmobile that one is operating, staff resources, and the avail- 
ability of a good book collection are factors that will determine the 
bookmobile schedule. 
Inevitably the question of providing bookmobile (public library) 
service at the schools will come up. There are pros and cons in abun- 
dance on this subject, but in a system of libraries covering a regional 
area there is no question but that this type of service will be necessary. 
Children are an important segment of the total population the library 
serves, and it is necessary to reach them, where they are, with books 
which are not too curriculum-related or associated with school work. 
To be sure, many of the books in the school library will duplicate those 
on the bookmobile, but the association of the bookmobile is non-school. 
Some librarians say that they wish they had never started bookmobile 
service at schools, but this is usually after a trying day, and the worth 
of the service is unquestioned. 
A decision must be made as to how close to cities and towns book- 
mobile service at schools will be brought and whether the bookmobile 
will be taken to the smaller communities where the school libraries 
may be exceptionally weak. This should be studied very carefully and 
the long-range effects of such service given consideration. Some re- 
gional libraries will not go to the public schools in an incorporated 
city or town, or will not serve such schools if they are within, say, a 
two-mile radius of the headquarters or a branch library. In planning 
bookmobile service at schools, resources of staff and book collection 
should weigh heavily in the decision, for once this type of service is 
started, it is most difficult to withdraw. It  is imperative to work with 
the school librarians, the school principals, and the superintendent of 
schools in determining just how far the regional library will go to 
bring public library service onto the school grounds. Some school ad- 
ministrators and some librarians argue that it is all public money 
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which is being expended and that it makes little difference as to which 
agency pays for the service. Other librarians insist that their job is to 
give public library service and that it is up to the school administrators 
to provide good school libraries. Certainly where there are good school 
libraries, bookmobiles are used much more heavily and in a more dis-
criminating manner by the children and the teachers. 
Stewart W. Smith’s article, “Potentialities and Capabilities of Book- 
mobiles for Library Service,” in Library Trends, January 1961,provides 
well-reasoned arguments for bookmobile service at schools,‘ and this 
should de read by all librarians planning bookmobile service. That 
entire issue of Library Trends is devoted to current trends in book- 
mobiles; in addition to the articles by Stewart Smith and Irwin Sex- 
ton, already mentioned, the issue covers such phases of bookmobile 
service as selection of the vehicle, personnel, budgeting costs, oper- 
ation, publicity, and public relations. Recommended, too, is “Public 
Library Bookmobile Operation,” by Mary Craig, with a helpful bibliog- 
raphy.8 This is a study comparing the bookmobile service of the Ft. 
Wayne and Allen County Public Library (Indiana) with current prac- 
tices elsewhere. 
The evaluation of the total book resources for the entire area to be 
served is vital. Undoubtedly with the addition of many new outlets 
of service it will be imperative to add more titles and a greater spread 
of titles, with more duplication. This should be set in motion as soon 
as possible so that books may be received and processed promptly and 
thus enable the extension of services to proceed as rapidly as possible. 
There is nothing more disappointing to a library patron than to have 
service begin with inadequate books for borrowing. Book purchases 
should not be made at random or just in quantity to fill up the shelves, 
but with the knowledge of where there are gaps in the total collection 
to be filled. Due notice should be taken of special collections in the 
system. Fluidity of the book collection is a most important factor and 
should be understood by all member libraries and officials at the very 
beginning. Ownership of books or property can be vested in the origi- 
nal libraries, but an intra-library loan system to make all resources 
available to any member library or any patron should be set up. Ref- 
erence service should also be planned so that the patron in the farthest 
point geographically has access to the same service as does the one 
nearest the headquarters. Unless the new system is able to maintain 
a quality of service better than that previously available, patrons and 
librarians have every right to complain, 
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One of the most difficult problems in integrating long-established 
libraries into a system involves this question of the fluid book collec- 
tion. No longer can it be “my” library and “your” library; it must be 
“our” library. Library trustees and government officials, however, need 
to be reassured of permanent ownership if this poses a problem in 
the regional system. At the same time they must be made aware of 
the necessity for mutual trust in the lending of books and materials. 
However in the case of books or other materials which have been 
given to specific libraries with strings attached concerning their use, 
these limitations should be respected; if patrons need to consult this 
material, arrangement should be made for them to do so where they 
are housed. John Richards has written an excellent article on the 
fluidity of book 1oans.O 
Thorough understanding of system policies by all library boards of 
trustees, supervisors, or other officials is an absolute must. If there 
are contracts, then the mutual obligations should be clearly understood. 
Ownership of property involved and its control should be made clear. 
Local fears and misconceptions can be reduced to a minimum and 
allayed if they are thoroughly discussed, e.g., fear of loss of local 
autonomy, the tenure of librarians and staffs in member libraries, the 
loss of control over book collections, and many other things that worry 
librarians and trustees of small libraries when they become part of a 
larger system. These are reasonable fears; they arise out of ignorance 
very often, but they are none the less real. The importance of making 
the total resources of all member libraries available to all people in 
the region should be stressed. This is often hardest for long-established 
libraries to accept, and it is here very often that the fear of losing 
their book collections which have been built over a long period of 
years becomes a big factor. Service to all parts of the regional area 
cannot be adequately given unless this fluidity of the book collection 
and materials is understood, and the idea accepted. This takes tact and 
diplomacy along with enthusiasm; it will not work if an arrogant ap- 
proach is used. Ultimately this whole thing comes down to people and 
their relationships with each other. Hawthorne Daniel in his book, 
Public Libraries for Everyone, has this to say: 
When new regional library plans are advanced it is most uncommon 
for opposition to arise among those who have played a part in the es- 
tablishment or operation of such municipal libraries as may be affected. 
It is not unusual for such people to imagine that the new plan calls 
not only for the creation of a new and larger library entity but also 
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for the reduction or elimination of such libraries as already exist. Prop- 
erly operated, of course, regional libraries are all but certain to 
strengthen and to increase the usefulness of such local libraries as are 
affected-even of long-established libraries with many loyal friends 
in the communities they serve. And, with broader opportunities for 
service, as well as with the more efficient and more economical meth- 
ods that regional administration make possible, the integration of 
smaller units into the larger one is all but certain to benefit not only 
those portions of the region that formerly had inadequate library serv- 
ice or none at all, but also even such local and formerly independent 
libraries as had previously served their localities well.lo 
In order to avoid later cries of anguish, it should also be stressed 
and understood throughout the entire system that there will be con- 
stant evaluation and revision of the services. Just because a branch 
has been set up in one area of the region does not necessarily mean 
that it will always be in that location, A branch or community library 
must justify its continuance by its use, and in the evaluation process, 
some criteria of optimum economic operation should be determined. 
Shifts in population may necessitate relocation. Then, if the branch 
does not measure up after every reasonable step has been taken to 
make the service vital and adapted to the particular area, the branch 
should be closed and consideration given to bookmobile or mail serv- 
ice. This evaluation also applies to bookmobile stops and should be 
done at least once every year. The very flexibility of the bookmobile 
service lends itself very readily to changes in schedule which will 
make optimum use very easy to attain. Economy of bookmobile senrice 
should not outweigh the necessity of a more permanent service by 8 
branch; and when a bookmobile stop becomes too heavily used, then 
consideration should be given to establishing a branch or a community 
library. 
Flexibility, in fact, is the key word in the operation of all phases of 
regional library service, whether it be in use of staff anywhere in the 
system as needed, fluidity of book collection, changes in service outlets 
and bookmobile schedules, or directive emphasis in the budget to en- 
large or to expand service for maximum coverage and use. Because 
libraries have come late into the scramble for the tax dollar, their very 
survival may depend on the joining of their strengths in systems of 
libraries, not in a defensive manner but to fulfill the demands for 
their services in this age of increased educational opportunities for all 
people. 
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Some Political Aspects of Operating a 
Multiple Governmental Unit Organization 
R O B E R T  H. R O H L F  
IN THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT of public libraries 
in the United States the typical public library served only one political 
corporation, a city or a town. Under this singularity the librarian 
generally dealt with only one library board, and the library board dealt 
with only one city council, The more recent development in public 
library service has been the multi-unit library, that is, the district li-
brary, regional library, or multi-county library. Some libraries are all 
of these in one, depending on how the terms are defined, and as yet 
there is no nationally agreed-upon terminology. 
This new form of library organization serving more than one city, 
town, township or county, or any combination, or even portions there- 
of, has given rise not only to new opportunities for library service, but 
also to new problems of administration and communication between 
library personnel and the governmental units and boards which pay 
for this library service. These problems, of course, are not uniform in 
all multi-unit libraries, but vary in degree and scope depending upon 
the legal basis of the library, The library which serves several local 
political units but with one consolidated board and with taxing powers 
of its own (some district libraries fit this pattern) has problems differ- 
ing a great deal from a cooperative library system serving several 
local political units with a cooperative board but with no independent 
taxing power. Between these two extremes are found the majority of 
library systems which serve multiple units of local government. These 
are generally the multi-unit library with a separate board but no taxing 
power or the city library giving county service but again with no taxing 
power over the county. 
The major problems in the political sphere concern the library which 
The author is Director, Dakota-Scott Regional Library System, West St. Paul, 
Minnesota. 
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serves multiple governmental units, each with its own separate taxing 
authority, and where the library board must approach each of these 
taxing authorities individually and secure from each of them the same 
tax rate. Suppose that there is a library system serving several counties, 
and the system was created by contractual action of three separate 
county boards of commissioners, but with its own separate library 
board of nine trustees, three appointed by each county. This library 
board has full jurisdiction over the operation of the library system 
but does not have the power to levy a tax. The library board decides 
that to secure sufficient income to operate the library at a satisfactory 
level of service the library tax over the three-county area must be 
set at 1Yz mills. In preliminary discussion with several county commis- 
sioners this level appears to be satisfactory to two of the three county 
boards which must legally levy the tax. The third board of commis-
sioners, however, feels that this tax rate is too high and refuses to 
levy more than 1%mills. 
What happens then? Do the two county boards proceed to levy 1% 
mills allowing the third county to levy less? This is rather unlikely. Do 
the other two boards of commissioners meet with the hesitant board and 
insist that they go along with them and accede to the library board's 
request? This is also unlikely. Does the library board pressure this re- 
luctant county or even threaten it if it does not go along? This is 
also unlikely. Rather, the odds are that the library board will meet 
with the reluctant county board, plead with it, cajole, state its case 
as well as possible, and then probably have to step back and renegoti- 
ate its budget at a lower tax rate. This process may be repeated each 
year, and the reluctant county of one year may not be the reluctant 
county of the next year. In fact, there is even some suspicion that the 
county boards take turns playing this reluctant role, so that the tax 
may be kept low and no one of them will be the villain every year. 
The obvious answer to this problem is to keep in constant communi- 
cation with the tax-levying county boards of commissioners, to meet 
with them frequently, to supply them with all the facts and figures 
possible all year long, and to build personal rapport with the com- 
missioners. This is actually what the head of every library must do 
whether the library serves a single city or a dozen cities, but the diffi- 
culties which many libraries have with only one appropriating body 
are multiplied when dealing with more than one agency; and the in- 
crease is not arithmetic but geometric, far you have the relationship 
not just of a Iibrary board with each of three appropriating bodies, 
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but also the relationship of each of these bodies with each other. Who 
is to know what boundary road dispute lurks in the background, or 
what one commissioner did to another at the last state political con- 
vention, or who opposed whose candidate for Congress in the last 
election? Everything said here regarding county boards applies equally 
to city council relationships. 
This matter of budgetary control is perhaps the most frustrating of 
all the problems of a multiple unit of library service. Every year one 
hesitant unit can cause great pressures on the library board. Every 
year each appropriating agency must be sold so completely that it 
in turn helps convince any reluctant agency if by no other means than 
by example. Every year there is the possibility of one recalcitrant 
board forcing all of the others to back down, or at least giving them 
the opportunity to do so. Every year there is the probability that 
the more budget-conscious counties or cities will prevail over the less 
stringent ones, and that the lowest denominator will constantly keep 
the average down. The other counties or political units served can 
always go ahead on their own and in effect form a new unit excluding 
the penny-pinching member, but this defeats the intent of the multi- 
unit library system. Furthermore, one appropriating unit may be reluc- 
tant one year, and another unit reluctant the next year. 
Budgetary support is not the only major concern in a political context 
when dealing with multiple political units. The location of service out- 
lets, and particularly of the headquarters library, has definite political 
overtones, particularly when a new library system is formed in an 
area hitherto without service, with only marginal service, or on the 
other hand with libraries of equal size already in operation. Historically 
the county seat has usually been the location of the county library 
headquarters, but in some regional libraries there are two, three, four 
or even more counties. Imagine the problems when an already existing 
library is not chosen as headquarters because time and geography have 
by-passed the town and another location is much more logical as a 
result of new roads or population shifts. Perhaps even more difficult 
is the situation of many multiple-unit library systems in suburban areas 
where the county seat is relatively meaningless as a center, or where 
old, established communities accustomed to controlling the area find 
themselves surrounded and outnumbered by new communities which 
have arisen virtually overnight. 
Again the answers appear obvious. Libraries should be so located 
and the headquarters designated where they will serve the most peo- 
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ple, most efficiently, and be most convenient for patrons to visit. These 
locations are easy to arrive at in theory, but the political aspects of 
locating service points cannot be overlooked nor brushed aside. They 
are factors which can be handled by careful action and persuasiveness, 
but they cannot be ignored or relegated to a minor position because 
a scientific survey of possible library locations was made. Consider the 
pressures of neighborhood groups, to which many municipal public 
libraries have been subjected, in regard to the location of branches, 
and then enlarge these problems to fit service areas measured in thou- 
sands of square miles and including independent cities and towns. 
The location of the headquarters or of community service points must 
be assessed scientifically-but the political repercussions must also be 
considered in the final decision. One approach often employed is to 
have communities vie for the privilege of having the headquarters or 
a major branch by requiring the communities to finance the buildings 
locally. This is not without its dangers and its disadvantages, however; 
the poorer communities need good library service too, and they also 
have a voice in the political councils. 
Another political factor is the place of residence of library board 
members, Fortunately, this has not loomed large in the majority of 
instances, but it is nevertheless a factor which was considered in al- 
most every system with which the present author is familiar. Most li- 
brary systems serving more than one political unit have managed to 
obtain library boards whose members feel that they represent the 
area at large, not just their home town or even county. There are rare 
cases, however, when a board member makes every decision in the 
light of how it affects his home area, not the system or area at large. 
On the other hand, the appointing authorities usually judge a person’s 
fitness to be a trustee as much by where he lives as by his potential 
competence as a board member. It is often difficult to persuade peo- 
ple that not every city or county must be equally represented or that 
appointments should be made apart from the political debts of the 
last election or from any sectional rivalry based on non-library issues. 
The appointment of library trustees is both a political opportunity and 
a possible political danger; and alert librarians must be ever aware of 
this political factor, often a geographic one in system libraries, when 
vacancies are filled on these multi-unit library boards. 
Still another aspect of operating a library serving many political 
subdivisions is that of the relationships necessary with not just one 
school district but with several or even a score of different independent 
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school districts. To the children’s or young adult librarian who has 
dealt with only one school library supervisor in the past, the problems 
of dealing with several completely independent school libraries can 
be frustrating. While some districts may be cooperative and sympa- 
thetic, others will be very uncooperative. By the same token, the li-
brarian must deal with not one planning commission, but perhaps a 
dozen; in fact, if the library is in a growing area he can easily become 
the planning expert. He will attend so many planning meetings that 
his language takes on the special vocabulary of the professional plan- 
ner, and he can also become the informal, not always voluntary, co- 
ordinator of area-wide planning. 
All these problems are not really so different in nature from those 
facing the municipal library, but in the case of the regional library 
they are complicated by the wide geographic spread, the potentially 
wide range of interest and cooperation, and the absence of any one 
source of authority or responsibility. 
If the library adopts a formal salary scale, should it establish one 
scale, say for the clerical positions? How do you establish the scale if, 
as is likely, the local salaries vary from city to city or county to county? 
Or do you pay local salaries to match local scales, varying within your 
own library system? The implicatioiis of salaries are obvious to all 
boards and administrators, and many ,a system has had to exercise great 
care in this regard, particularly in an urban-rural area where clerical 
salary scales can vary greatly, and what is too low in one community 
is considered too high in another-at least in the opinion of the local 
politicians. Some political problems can actually become legal prob- 
lems, as in the area of staff retirement plans. If there are several county 
plans or several city plans available, can the library participate in only 
one, and if so in which one? Does the regional library pay the em- 
ployer’s contribution or do the participating political subdivisions? 
The political aspects of library operation 017er wide geographical areas 
pose problems which at times can be very discouraging, but they also 
present opportunities for dynamic administration, flexible operation, 
and experimental programs. Many city library boards would welcome 
the opportunity to appear for budgetary hearings before another city 
council after their own council has been less than considerate of their 
request, particularly if the second council is a friendly one. It is in this 
sense that certain advantages can be seen in dealing with more than 
one budgetary authority. By the judicious selection of budgetary hear- 
ing dates, for example, those authorities most sympathetic to the library 
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can be given the first opportunity to review the budget. With their 
approval secured, those less sympathetic can be approached and with 
each approval it becomes somewhat more difficult for the next author- 
ity to react negatively. Unusual demands on administrative skill arise 
in other connections. 
The opportunities of using the strongest pro-library areas as levers 
against the less enthusiastic areas are numerous, but must not be abused. 
There is always the countervailing tendency of the lowest common de- 
nominator prevailing, and of library service never reaching the level 
it should because of too great subservience to the least sympathetic 
authority. A constant awareness must also be maintained by the library 
to make certain that the level of service is approximately the same in 
all areas and that those areas which present the greatest problem at 
budget time are not slighted, even subconsciously, when service stand- 
ards are set. Library systems serving these large areas of differing gov- 
ernmental units need sufficient administrative staff to spend endless 
hours and days (and evenings ) attending the multitude of meetings 
at which the library should be represented. Many city libraries decry 
the amount of staff time consumed in dealing with the city council, 
the school system, the planning commission and so forth, but the 
amount of time so consumed by their county cousins in attending such 
meetings in dozens of different communities is much greater. Yet it 
is in this personal contact, this keeping the library informed of com-
munity sentiment and in keeping the communities informed of the li- 
brary’s situation that the real political points are scored. 
The public library serving more than one political unit is undoubted-
ly the library administrative form of the future. The form will vary 
from state to state depending upon state laws, and will often vary 
within each state depending on the organizational basis used and of 
the needs of the area. Whatever form these systems take they will 
place the library board in a more politically sensitive atmosphere than 
has been true of the traditional public library unit. The atmosphere 
will not be in most cases a partisan political one, but rather that of 
the political process as defined by Webster “. , , the formulation and 
administration of public policy usually by interaction between social 
groups and political institutions or between political leaderships and 
public opinion.” The opportunities for such participation in the po- 
litical process by the multiple-political-unit library are much greater 
than in the single-political-unit library. 
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